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Minutes of Committee of Management Meeting 
held at Brisbane on Sunday 18th January 2014 

 
Present: Patron Neville Scholl, President Jason Moore, Senior Vice President Daphne Ladlow, 
Junior Vice President George Napper, Treasurer Jody Moore, Secretary Janet Stockel, Publicity 
Officer Marianne Jenner, Assistant Secretary Annette Dunstan. 
Apologies: Junior Vice President Ryan Wiegand 
 
President Jason Moore opened the meeting at 9.30am and welcomed all present.  
 
Jody Moore moved the minutes from the previous meeting (COM meeting 2nd November 2013) 
be accepted as read. Seconded Annette Dunstan. Motion Carried 
 
Business arising from the minutes: 
1.   Funding 
We have received notification that funding for the next three years has been approved, although 
not for the amount we had requested. We will have to adjust the amounts we allocated to the 
various activities to reflect the amount we have been given. 
 
2.   Bowls Cloths 
The cloths are in the process of being ordered. 
 
3.   Website 
President Jason noted that he has not contacted Datawave since the last meeting about the 
problems he had been having with putting photos up on the website.   
 
Daphne Ladlow moved the minutes be confirmed as read.  Seconded Marianne Jenner. 
                                                                                                                                    Motion Carried 
 
George Napper moved the minutes from the previous meeting (Delegates meeting 2nd 
November 2013) be accepted as read. Seconded Daphne Ladlow. Motion Carried 
 
Business arising from the minutes: 
1.   Peters Coaches  non-payment of bus transport, national titles farewell dinner 
Australian Secretary John Norton requested we send him a copy of the letter from Peters 
Coaches so he could take it to the AIBBC COM meeting in December, as at that time Victoria had 
still not paid for their transport. 
 
2.   Notices of Motion - AIBBC 
We submitted the following motions to the AIBBC from our November Delegates meeting: 

1.  That the AIBBC produce a draw for the National Titles for every state to use. 

2. That the Umpires meeting at the National Titles be held on Monday, instead of Tuesday morning. 

3. That each state should receive money to host the International Test Match. 
 
The AIBBC minutes from the meeting have not been received to date, so we do not know the 
results of the motions. 
 
3.   Notice of Motion  travel fee for delegates 
Secretary Janet received a query as to whether the new travelling fees would be applicable for the 
AGM.  The motion was passed at the November delegates meeting, however the fees will not be 
set until the AGM, and will come into effect 30 days later.  The new fees will be applicable as of 
the July meeting. 
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4.   Selectors 
George Napper spoke regarding the meeting the Selectors held to discuss the revision/creation of 
appropriate documents and policies regarding selection, selectors, and the state team.  The letter 
that references a squad is for future reference, as a squad is not currently selected. 
The proposed documents were sent out recently to Associations and Clubs with the agenda for 
the AGM for everyone to review. We have requested that anyone who has any comments to 
please send them to Secretary Janet at least a week before the meeting. 
 
5.   First Aid Kit 
Assistant Secretary Annette Dunstan has the Kit at present, and will have its contents re-checked, 
and will obtain a notebook to keep a log of contents and expiry dates. 
We will need to remember to check prior to every state titles, and replace contents as required. 
 
6.   Mens Trousers, maroon 
The outdoor trousers seem to be the only consistent source of coloured trousers. They are 
available in 2 styles, tailored and drawstring, and are generally available at all bowls shops. 
 
Annette Dunstan moved the minutes be confirmed as read.  Seconded George Napper 
                                                                                                                                    Motion Carried 
 
Correspondence: 
Inward 
1.    Brian Wecker 
Brian is a member of Brisbane Association, and has written on his own behalf not Brisbane Assn. 
Brian has suggested that QIBA give George Napper a framed certificate of appreciation for his 
years of service to QIBA.  After some discussion, the committee opted to leave this to the 
Delegates meeting, as George is not the only retiring member. 
 
2.    Ivan Eiser  query on rule clarification 
Ivan has requested clarification of rule 11.1 Declaration of head  if a player has the last bowl and 
is holding shot, can the player declare the head, pick up his/her last bowl and carry it to the other 
end of the mat to restart the next end?   Rule 2.1 states all bowls to be played.  Rule 8.c does this 
rule permit the above? 
Secretary Janet sent a reply after consulting with the Referees Panel. 
 
3.    Beachmere Indoor Bowls Club 
Beachmere Indoor Bowls Club has requested they be approved as in Independent Club.   They 
were previously affiliated through Caboolture Association, however Caboolture has now closed, 
and  letter stated that their membership does not wish to affiliate with any other 
Association, preferring to communicate directly with QIBA for registration and insurance purposes.  
We will send out a letter with affiliation options. 
 
Marianne Jenner noted that the other clubs that had been with Caboolture will also probably apply 
for Independent affiliation for 2014. 
 
4.    Team Managers Criteria 
President Jason updated the Team Managers Criteria, and it went out to associations/clubs with 
the documents from the Selection Panel. 
 
5.    October State Titles 
Caloundra has advised they would be willing to host the October State Titles.  The committee 
opted to leave this decision to the Delegates meeting. 
 
Neville Scholl moved that the Inward Correspondence be received and the Outward endorsed, 
seconded Jody Moore. Motion Carried 
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Treasurers Report:  
Jody Moore moved that her report be adopted. Seconded Annette Dunstan. Motion Carried  
 
General Business: 
1.    Mackay Indoor Bowls Association 
Junior Vice President and Registrar George Napper commented that even though we received the 
affiliation fee from Mackay, we did not receive a list of members.  As the number of members we 
have is pertinent to our funding, we will send a letter to Mackay IBA requesting numbers, if not 
names. 
 
2.    Funding 
The Committee went through the funding document and adjusted the figures down to add up to 
the amount we have been allocated. 
 
3.    Committee numbers 
Secretary Janet commented that with the funding requirements being tightened up, should we be 
looking at whether we need 9 members on the committee, could it be reduced to 7 instead?  The 
committee discussed the options, perhaps the Publicity Officer duties could be rolled in with the 
Assistant Secretary, and maybe the 2 Junior Vice President positions could be rolled into one, 
with the person being both registrar and games director, which would make it easier to check if all 
nominated players are registered.  The committee opted to bring this up at the delegates meeting 
for discussion, as it would affect the constitution, and to make changes requires a notice of motion 
to an AGM. 
 
4.    Fees 
The committee discussed the possibility of raising fees, as most have not changed in some years. 
 
Marianne Jenner moved a recommendation, seconded Annette Dunstan, that player registration 
fees be raised from $10 to $15, including the insurance of $7 (was $3 in 1989, reduced to $1 in 
1994, increased to $2 in 2003, increased to $3 in 2008, insurance was added 2006). 
 
George Napper moved a recommendation, seconded Jody Moore, that affiliation fees be raised 
from $40 to $50.  (has not changed since 1991,a period of 22 years) 
 
Jody Moore moved a recommendation, seconded George Napper, that restricted and state title 
fees be raised from $5 to $6.   
(restricted has been $5 since 1988 or before, a period of at least 25 years) 
(state titles were $2 in 1998, $2.50 in 1992, $4 in 1999, and $5 in 2004) 
 
George Napper moved a recommendation, seconded Daphne Ladlow, that delegate travel fees 
for the new motion be 15c per km. 
 
5.    Strategic Planning 
The meeting is scheduled for Saturday 1st March, and Daphne will look at booking Toowoomba 
Indoor Bowls Hall for the meeting.  The venue will be confirmed at the AGM. 
 
There being no further business, the meeting closed at 11.55am. 
 
 
 
 
 
Janet Stockel Jason Moore 
Secretary QIBA Inc President QIBA Inc 
19th January 2014 
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============================================ 

Strategic Planning Workshop 
9am, Saturday 1st March 2014 

Venue to be confirmed 
== ========================================== 

WINTER STATE TITLES (May) 
The State Titles will be held at Caloundra 

2nd, 3rd and 4th May 2014 
Pairs, Ladies Singles, Mens Singles, Rinks 

Junior Pairs, Girls Singles, Boys Singles, Junior Open Singles 
Nominations close 4th April 2014 

============================================ 
Next Delegates Meeting: 

Saturday, 1st July, 2014, approximately 7pm 
To be hosted by Nambour Association, Nambour High School 

============================================ 
RESTRICTED PAIRS 

Nominations close 30 days prior to event (5th June 2014) 
Names of players to be advised to QIBA Secretary before 19th June 

============================================ 
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Minutes of Committee of Management Meeting 
held at Boonah on Saturday 1st February 2014 

 
Present: Patron Neville Scholl, President Jason Moore, Senior Vice President Daphne Ladlow, 
Junior Vice President George Napper, Treasurer Jody Moore, Secretary Janet Stockel, Junior 
Vice President Ryan Wiegand 
Apologies: Publicity Officer Marianne Jenner, Assistant Secretary Annette Dunstan 
 
President Jason Moore opened the meeting at 9.40am and welcomed all present.  
 
Correspondence: 
Inward 
1.    Caloundra Association  
Caloundra Association has advised that they would be willing to host the October State Titles for 
2014. 
 
2.    Rockhampton Association  
Rockhampton Association has advised that they are willing to host any QIBA events if required. 
 
3.    Capricornia Association 
Capricornia Association made an enquiry just before the last Committee of Management meeting, 
asking if the new travelling fees would be applicable for the AGM.  The motion was passed at the 
November delegates meeting, however the fees will not be set until the AGM, and will come into 
effect 30 days later.  The new fees will be applicable as of the July meeting. 
Capricornia advised they would not be sending players and delegates to the AGM. 
 
4.    Comments on the selection documents, team managers criteria 
John Norton sent in several comments on the documents, the committee discussed them, and 
they will be raised tonight.  Sandra Wood also has some comments, Jody Moore will raise them 
on her behalf during the meeting. 
 
5.    Caboolture & Stanley River Association 
We have received notification that the Caboolture & Stanley River Indoor Bowls Association is 
being disbanded as it no longer conducts any bowling activities. 
 
6.    AIBBC 

information for state secretaries and presidents. 
 
OUTWARD 
 
1.    Peters Coaches 
It was asked if payment had been made to Peters Coaches by Victoria.  It has been paid. 
 
Jody Moore moved that the Inward Correspondence be received and the Outward endorsed, 
seconded George Napper. Motion Carried 
 
Treasurers Report:  
Jody Moore moved that her report be adopted. Seconded George Napper. Motion Carried  
 
General Business: 
1.    AIBBC minutes 
The AIBBC minutes were only received during this past week, copies will be made available to 
delegates during the day for tonight. 
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2.    Selection documents 
The committee discussed the comments made by John Norton and Sandra Wood, then left them 
for tonights delegates meeting. 
 
President Jason wished those who will be remaining on the committee the best for the next year, 
and congratulated the retiring members on their years of service. 
 
There being no further business, the meeting closed at 10.40am. 
 
 
 
 
 
Janet Stockel Jason Moore 
Secretary QIBA Inc President QIBA Inc 
1st February 2014 
 
 
 

============================================ 

Strategic Planning Workshop 
9am, Saturday 1st March 2014 

Venue to be confirmed 
== ========================================== 

WINTER STATE TITLES (May) 
The State Titles will be held at Caloundra 

2nd, 3rd and 4th May 2014 
Pairs, Ladies Singles, Mens Singles, Rinks 

Junior Pairs, Girls Singles, Boys Singles, Junior Open Singles 
Nominations close 4th April 2014 

============================================ 
Next Delegates Meeting: 

Saturday, 1st July, 2014, approximately 7pm 
To be hosted by Nambour Association, Nambour High School 

============================================ 
RESTRICTED PAIRS 

Nominations close 30 days prior to event (5th June 2014) 
Names of players to be advised to QIBA Secretary before 19th June 

============================================ 
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Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held at  
Boonah High School, Boonah 
Saturday 1st February, 2014 

 
President Jason Moore opened the meeting at 7.00pm, President Jason Moore welcomed 
everyone, then asked Senior Vice President Daphne Ladlow to read the Roll Call for the 
Committee of Management and Delegates. 
 
VOTING POWER Committee of Management 8 

 Delegates 36 
 Proxies 10 
 Total: 54  

Apology from Publicity Officer Marianne Jenner. 
 
Robin Cruikshank moved that the Committee members may remove their ties if they wish. 
Seconded Diane Knight. Motion carried 
 
PREVIOUS MINUTES 
Robin Cruikshank moved the minutes from the previous Annual General Meeting held  
2nd February, 2013 at Toowoomba be taken as read, seconded by George Napper.Motion Carried. 
 
Jean Kassulke asked if Life Members are entitled to a vote?  Life members do not get special 
privileges, they can only vote if they are a delegate or on the committee of management. 
Constitution:  Rule 4 (4) Honorary Life Members shall have no voting rights. 
 
BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES 
No business arose, Robin Cruikshank moved that the minutes be confirmed as read, seconded by 
Frank Berry. Motion Carried. 
 
COMMITTEE REPORTS 

Report, moved Neville Scholl, seconded by Annette Dunstan. Motion Carried. 
 

 moved Jason Moore, seconded by Robin Cruikshank. Motion Carried. 
Frank Berry congratulated Jason on his years as President.  Jason responded by thanking his 
committee, he is only as good as his committee. 
 
Don Smith asked if, now that the funding application was successful if that was the end of the 

spend it the way we 
say, we have to return it.  The funding requirements changed this year, and we are now required to 

 open days, state titles, compulsory practices, and 
coaching clinics -  to try and get more people playing bowls. 
 
Strategic Planning Report, moved Daphne Ladlow, seconded by Ros Richter. Motion Carried. 
 

 moved Janet Stockel, seconded George Napper.  Motion Carried 
 

 moved Jody Moore, seconded by Robin Cruikshank.  Motion Carried.                                                                                                     
Robin Cruikshank thanked Jody on her 9 years as treasurer. 
 

 moved George Napper, seconded Frank Berry. Motion Carried.  
Jean Kassulke congratulated George on his years on the committee. 
                                                                                                                
Selection Report, moved George Napper, seconded by Marilyn Long.   Motion Carried. 
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George apologised to Carmel Blyth for the error in his report, Carmel won the silver medal, not the 
bronze.  Jean Kassulke won the Past Executives singles trophy. 
Angus Young congratulated George and his fellow selectors, they did a good job despite the 
difficulties in 2013. 
 

moved Vince Lakin, seconded by Ryan Wiegand. Motion Carried. 
 
Umpires Report, moved John Norton, seconded by George Napper. Motion Carried. 

 
Coaching Report, moved Neville Scholl, seconded by Bob Falkenhagen.  Motion Carried 
Neville commented that coaching is a very important part of our funding, and now that there is a 
Coaching Manual available, we want to do a clinic in the Darling Downs area, hopefully in March.   
 
Publicity Report, moved Jason Moore (for Marianne Jenner), seconded George Napper. Motion 
Carried. 
 

 moved Ryan Wiegand, seconded by Carmel Blyth. Motion Carried. 
Jason thanked Ryan for the last year, and congratulated him on a great job at the International 
Test Match in May. 
  

 moved Jason Moore (for Faye Holding) seconded by Jody Moore. 
 Motion Carried 
 
Auditors Report, moved for adoption Jody Moore, seconded by Annette Dunstan. Motion Carried. 
Jason commented that the large difference between the 2012 and 2013 figures was deceptive, 
and in 2012 we received the grant payments for both years, so the actual difference is really only 
around $5000. 
 
Robin Cruikshank moved that all reports be adopted, seconded by John Norton.  Motion Carried. 
 
ELECTION OF OFFICE BEARERS 
President Jason asked for scrutineers - Monique Weir, Col Kassulke and Los Norton. 

All positions were declared vacant.  
 
Patron:  Nominations were received from Neville Scholl and Bev Richardson. 
Following the vote Beverley Richardson was declared Patron (31/22). 
 
Jason Moore thanked Neville for his many years of service on the Committee. 
Bev Richardson thanked everyone for their confidence in her, and said she will put her utmost into 
helping the QIBA over the next 12 months. 
 
Secretary: Janet Stockel was elected unopposed.  

Assistant Secretary:  Annette Dunstan was elected unopposed. 

President: Nominations taken off the floor for the position of President. 
Carmel Blyth nominated by Frank Berry, seconded John Norton.           Accepted. 
There being no further nominations, Carmel Blyth was elected.  Jason commented that Carmel will 
be our first Lady President. 
 
Immediate Past President: Jason Moore was declared Immediate Past President.   
 
Senior Vice President:  Nominations were received from Daphne Ladlow and Justin Weir, 
however Justin withdrew his nomination.  Daphne Ladlow was declared Senior Vice President. 
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Junior Vice Presidents: Ryan Wiegand was elected unopposed.  Nelson Thomas withdrew his 
nomination, and new nominations were called from the floor.  Nelson Thomas nominated Justin 
Weir. No further nominations, Justin Weir was elected. 

Treasurer: Nominations taken off the floor for the position of Treasurer. 
Roslyn Richter nominated by Dulcie Casey, accepted. 
Diane Knight nominated by Frank Berry, declined 
Marilyn Long nominated by Nelson Thomas, declined 
No further nominations, Roslyn Richter was elected.  Ros thanked Dulcie for the nomination, and 
said she would give 110% support for the year. 
 
Publicity Officer: Carmel Blyth had nominated, however as Carmel is now president, nominations 
were called from the floor. 
Marilyn Long nominated by Frank Berry, declined 
Angus Young nominated by Ros Berry, accepted 
Angus said that if elected, everyone should be aware he has other sporting commitments, and 
could miss some meetings, but said he would do his best if elected. 
Diane Knight nominated by George Napper, declined 
JeanKassulke nominated by Frank Berry, accepted 
 
Angus Young was elected as Publicity Officer.  
 
Kaylene Weir thanked the various retiring committee members for their time and efforts over the 
years. 
 
Auditor:  Treasurer Ros Richter will locate an Auditor convenient to her, and will let Secretary 
Janet know the details.  Motion Carried. 
 
ELECTION OF STANDING COMMITTEES 
Scrutineers: Monique Weir, Kyle French and Lois Norton. 
 
Selection: There were six nominations received for Selectors. Five are required. 
President Carmel Blyth specified the number to be voted. Any less than five or more than five 
votes on the ballot paper will be an informal vote.  The votes were as follows: Errol Weir (54), 
Nelson Thomas (52), Glenn Casey (51), Carmel Blyth (49), George Napper (44), Daphne Ladlow 
(19). 
2014 Selection Committee: Carmel Blyth, Glenn Casey, George Napper, Nelson Thomas and 
Errol Weir with Daphne Ladlow as Reserve Selector. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
 
Referees:  Written nominations were received for Jean Kassulke and Larni Stretton. 
Vince Lakin nominated by Diane Knight, accepted 
Diane Knight nominated by Vince Lakin, accepted 
David Blyth nominated by Ryan Wiegand, declined  
There being no further nominations, an ex-officio will make up the panel of 5. Motion Carried 
2014 Referees Panel: Jean Kassulke, Diane Knight, Vince Lakin and Larni Stretton. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Umpires Panel: Written nominations were received from Jean Kassulke and John Norton.   
Glenn Casey nominated by John Norton, accepted 
Ryan Wiegand nominated by Frank Berry, declined 
Robin Cruikshank nominated by John Norton, accepted 
Sandra Wood by Robin Cruikshank, subject to approval Motion Carried 
2014 Umpires Panel: Glenn Casey, Robin Cruikshank, Jean Kassulke, John Norton and 
Sandra Wood 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Coaching: Written nominations were received from Robin Cruikshank and Neville Scholl. 
Ros Berry nominated by Neville Scholl, declined 
George Napper nominated by Jody Moore, accepted 
David Blyth nominated by Robin Cruikshank, declined 
Jody Moore nominated by Ros Berry, declined 
Errol Weir by Marilyn Long, declined 
There being no further nominations, two ex-officios will make up the panel of 5. Motion Carried 
2014 Coaching Panel: Robin Cruikshank, George Napper and Neville Scholl, plus ex-officios 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Disputes:  No written nominations were received, nominations taken off the floor. 
Nelson Thomas nominated by Jason Moore, accepted  
Ros Richter nominated by Jody Moore, accepted 
Angus Young nominated by Bev Richardson, accepted 
Heather Wood nominated by Fran Thomas, Janet Stockel declined on her behalf 
Don Smith nominated by Robin Cruikshank, declined 
Kaylene Weir nominated by Fran Thomas, accepted 
There being no further nominations, an ex-officio will make up the panel of 5. Motion Carried. 
2014 Disputes Committee:  Ros Richter, Nelson Thomas, Kaylene Weir and Angus Young, 
plus one ex-officio. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
 
Finance and Fundraising:   No written nominations received.  Ros Richter as Treasurer is 
automatically elected as chair of the committee. 
Jody Moore nominated by Dulcie Casey, declined 
Kaylene Weir nominated by Fran Thomas, accepted 
Ryan Wiegand nominated by Glenn Casey, declined 
Daphne Ladlow nominated by Vince Lakin, accepted 
There being no further nominations, an ex-officio will make up the panel of 5. Motion Carried. 
 
2014 Finance and Fundraising Committee: Ros Richter (Treasurer), Kaylene Weir, Daphne 
Ladlow plus one ex-fficio. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
 
Publicity Committee:   Angus Young as the Publicity Officer is automatically elected as Chair of 
the committee. 
Angus spoke saying he would like to see people from both the north and central areas of 
Queensland involved with publicity. 
Marilyn Long nominated by Jason Moore, accepted  
No other nominations were received.  Three ex-officio will make up the committee.  
     Motion Carried 
2014 Publicity Committee: Angus Young, Marilyn Long, 3 ex-officio 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
 
Strategic Planning Committee:   
Robin Cruikshank moved that the Strategic Planning Committee be endorsed, seconded Jody 
Moore. Motion Carried 
 
Any new members of any standing committee are requested to supply their contact details to 
Assistant Secretary Annette Dunstan. 
 
The Strategic Planning Workshop will be on 1st March at 9.00am, at the Annand Street Hall, 
Toowoomba.  All committee members are requested to attend, anyone else interested is 
welcome to attend. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Australian Selector:   A written nomination was received from Nelson Thomas. 
2014 Australian Selector: Nelson Thomas 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
QIBA INC. FEES 
The previous Committee of Management wished to make a number of recommendations regarding 
fee changes, so President Carmel Blyth handed to Immediate Past President Jason Moore. 
Jason explained that most of the fees have not been raised in a number of years, and that with the 
tightening of funding, it was felt that it was time they changed. 
 
4.    Fees 
The previous Committee had discussed the fees, and made the following recommendations: 

1. Recommendation by the Committee of Management, that player registration fees be raised 
from $10 to $15 (was $3 in 1989, reduced to $1 in 1994, increased to $2 in 2003, increased 
to $3 in 2008, insurance was added 2006).   
Jody Moore moved that membership fee be $15, seconded Frank Berry. 
Don Smith moved an amendment the fee be $12, seconded Robin Cruikshank. 
Jean Kassulke spoke for the motion saying that as it included the insurance, it was the 
cheapest around.  Angus Young feels that the membership decline is not based on the fees, 
but just a general decline, and if we lose a few members due to an additional few dollars, 
then that is the price for the gain in overall income. 
 
Nelson Thomas asked if David Blyth was still in discussions with a possible sponsor as 
mentioned at the November meeting?  David replied that yes, they were still talking, nothing 
is finalised yet, but the person in question will definitely be sponsoring , both 
pairs and triples, he is looking at sponsoring the team with regards to the team uniform, and 
over the next five years, the National Titles.  He is considering subsidising accommodation, 
and is looking for a venue for 2018.  With the uniform, all he is asking is that he be 
acknowledged on the uniform garments. 
The amendment was put and was carried, becoming the motion.  Motion carried 
 

2. Recommendation by the Committee of Management that affiliation be raised from $40 to 
$50 (has not changed since 1991,a period of 22 years). It was so moved by Robin 
Cruikshank seconded Diane Knight. 
The affiliation fee pays for the printing and postage that goes out to the associations and 
clubs, and we believe it does not cover the costs. Motion carried 
 

3. Recommendation by the Committee of Management that restricted and state title fees be 
raised from $5 to $6, moved by George Napper, seconded by Fran Thomas. 
(restricted has been $5 since 1988 or before, a period of at least 25 years) 
(state titles were $2 in 1998, $2.50 in 1992, $4 in 1999, and $5 in 2004) Motion carried 
 

4. Recommended that travel expenses for the committee stay the same (25c per km), moved 
David Blyth, seconded Frank Berry. Motion carried 
 

5.  Recommended that travel allowance for Association delegates to attend meetings be 15c 
per km for travel over 450km each way, to be paid to the Associations, moved Jody Moore, 
seconded George Napper. 
Nelson Thomas moved an amendment that the fee be 20c per km, seconded John Norton. 
Jason Moore explained that at 15c, 900km is $135, nearly double the $70 being paid for the 
shorter distances.  As the allowance is only intended to cover fuel, this should be enough. 
Don Smith pointed out, if associations are paying $50 in affiliation, and getting back from 
$70 to $210 for delegate allowances, they are getting back more than they give.  
 
The amendment was put and was lost, the motion for 15c was voted on.  Motion carried 
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6.  Recommended that Honorariums remain the same - , Secretary $600, Treasurer $200, 
Assistant Secretary $200, Publicity Officer $100 - moved Robin Cruikshank, seconded 
Jenny Cruikshank. Motion carried 
 

7. Recommended that delegates travelling less than 900km 
 Motion carried 

 
8. Recommended that the money paid to associations for hosting Restricted Events remain 

the same, $200, moved Robin Cruikshank, seconded Frank Berry. Motion carried 
 
Membership:  $12 per player 
Association/Club Affiliation fee:  $50 per association or independent club 
Nomination fee for Restricted Events:  $6 per player per event 
Nomination fee for State Championships:  $6 per adult player per event, junior free except in 
adult events. 
Honorariums: Secretary $600, Treasurer $200, Assistant Secretary $200, Publicity Officer $100 
Travelling expenses, committees:  25c/km 
Travelling expenses for associations having 1 or more delegates, and travelling over 450km 
each way (over 900km in total):  15c/km 
Travelling expenses for association having 1 or more Delegates, and travelling less than 
900km in total : $70 per association 
Money paid to the Restricted Event Host Associations: $200 per association 
 
All fees will be applicable 30 days after the AGM. 
 
Robin Cruikshank moved that Standing Orders be in place at 9.00pm, seconded Jody Moore. 
 Motion Carried.  
 
During a supper provided by Fassifern IBA, President Carmel Blyth presented Fassifern Secretary 
Noela Yarrow with a cheque to help defray the costs of hosting the Restricted Singles.  
 
Standing orders were resumed at 9.30pm, moved Robin Cruikshank, seconded by Jody Moore.
 Motion Carried. 
 
Errol Weir moved the ballot papers be destroyed, seconded Robin Cruikshank. Motion Carried. 
 
There being no general business, the Annual General Meeting was closed at 9.30pm. 
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The General Meeting was opened at 9.30pm. 
President Carmel asked Vice President Daphne Ladlow to do a recount on the voting power for the 
General Meeting.  
 
President Carmel handed over to Games Director Ryan Wiegand to do presentation for the 
Restricted Singles. Ryan asked Vince Lakin to come forward to present the prizes. 
 
Ladies Singles:  Winner Brisbane IBA ..................... Jody Moore 
 Runner-Up Toowoomba ...................... Marilyn Long 
 Consolation Winner Redcliffe IBA ..................... Frances Thomas 
 Cons. Runner-Up Ipswich IBA ....................... Diane Knight 
                                               
 
Gents Singles: Winner Dalby IBA .......................... Glenn Casey 
 Runner-Up Toowoomba IBA ............... Angus Young 
 Consolation Winner Caloundra IBA .................. David Blyth 
 Cons. Runner-Up Fassifern IBA .................... Bill Sembach 
 
Glenn thanked the people he played today, there were some very close games, and he also 
thanked everyone who attended. 
 
PREVIOUS MINUTES (COM meeting 2nd November, 2013) 
Jason Moore moved that the minutes be accepted as read. Seconded by Daphne Ladlow.  
 Motion Carried. 
BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES 
1.   Website - photos 
Both Jason and Marianne had trouble loading photos onto the site, Secretary Janet now has the 
USB with the photos and will try to load them. 
 
 2.   Bowls Cloths 
The bowls cloths have been ordered.   
 
3.   3 Year Funding 
The funding for the next 3 years has been approved.   
 
Robin Cruikshank moved that the minutes be confirmed, seconded by George Napper.   
 Motion Carried. 
PREVIOUS MINUTES  (Delegates meeting 2nd November, 2013) 
Jody Moore moved that the previous minutes be accepted as read, seconded Robin Cruikshank.
 Motion Carried. 
 
BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES 
1.   Peters Coaches 
Victoria has paid the outstanding amount from the National Titles. 
   
2.   Notice of motion to AIBBC 
Re states being paid for hosting the International Test Match.  No decision has been made yet.  It 
will be made at the AGM in August. 
 
3.   National Titles 
AIBBC has been paid the $600 from Henselite, but have yet to pass it on to Queensland. 
The draw as used by Tasmania will be the draw to be used for the next 5 years, subject to review. 
 
The new voting power for the general meeting is 50. 
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Robin Cruikshank moved that the minutes be confirmed, seconded Jean Kassulke. Motion Carried. 
AIBBC MINUTES (COM meeting November 2013) 
Robin Cruikshank moved that the minutes be accepted as read, seconded John Norton. 
 
BUSINESS ARISING 
 
1.   Australian Team 
It has been suggested that they will pick the squad, then have a practice weekend approximately 6 
weeks prior to the Test Match, where the team selection will be done.  It has also been suggested 
that the reserves should travel with the team.  The states need to discuss this matter, and it will be 
voted on at the AGM in August. 
 
2.   International Test Match venue 
It has been suggested that we have a single central venue for the test match, and Sydney has 
been suggested.  It is easy for New Zealand to fly into, and there is plenty of accommodation.  
Mounties Club is the current suggestion, Jody Moore commented that it would be a shame to go to 
the same place every time, as at the moment people from many different areas get to see what 
goes on. It was asked who would be paying, as currently each state pays for the event in their 
state.  Robin said the Mounties were already a sponsor of the event, but the AIBBC will need to 
have a discussion with them about the costs of hosting. 
 
Jenny Cruikshank asked, when we go to New Zealand, are they going to settle on a central venue 
that is convenient to an airport, without having to do the long distance bus trips we have had to do 
the last few times?  This will be suggested to New Zealand by the AIBBC. 
 
AIBBC is also hoping to gain a sponsor who will assist with the expenses of going to New Zealand.   
The states need to discuss this matter, and it will be voted on at the AGM in August. 
The AIBBC will set the entire proposal in writing to send out to the states by the end of May. 
 
3.   Henselite Sponsorship 
Henselite gave $600 sponsorship for their ad in the program.  The 2013 payment is still with 
Henselite, Frank Berry asked when it would be paid to Queensland? 
 
4.   National Titles  control room 
What was this about? Who is Ted Dowling?  Apparently he is Tasmanian, and wrote the program 
they used.    John Norton, Robin and Jenny Cruikshank appeared to be the ones who knew him. 
 
It is not know who AIBBC is referring to in what persons were doing in control room who were not 

   No-one made changes to the program during the week, to do so 
would have created chaos, we would not allow that.  
 
What was mea
Gore Trophy and Bill Newman Trophy.  When we made our draw, the macros no longer worked, 
however this was not an issue, as our Control Room did not have to spend a long time entering the 
data directly each day.  
 
5.   National Titles  program booklet 
There were some complaints about the size of the spaces for writing the scores into the book.  We 
were not advised that there was a preferred layout prior to doing the program. 
Tasmania and New South Wales both used the portrait style layout Qld used in 2008 even though 
it did not seem to be well received at that time.  It is probable that will be the preferred layout in 
future.  
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CORRESPONDENCE 
Inwards: 
1.   Brian Wecker 
Brian sent a letter suggesting QIBA give George Napper a certificate of appreciation for his years 
of service to QIBA.  George commented that a life membership is the ultimate recognition QIBA 
gives, and he already has that, and he will cherish that forever.  Also, a number of other committee 
members were retiring or defeated, we could not give something only to George. After some 
discussion it was decided not to do anything. 
 
2.   Clarification of Rule 
A query had been sent in regarding a rule.  After consultation with the Referees, Secretary Janet 
sent a reply.  
 
3.  Beachmere Indoor Bowls Club 
Beachmere has requested to be an Independent Club now that Caboolture & Stanley River 
Association has closed.  Jason Moore moved that we accept them as an Independent Club, 
seconded George Napper. Motion carried 
 
4.   October State Titles 
Caloundra Association has applied to host the October Titles.  It was moved by Jason Moore, 
seconded David Blyth that we accept them. Motion carried 
 
Should the notice of motion later in the meeting be passed (discontinuing October Titles), then this 
motion will be superceded. 
 
5.   Rockhampton Association 
Rockhampton IBA has advised that they can host any Qld State Title event if required.  There was 
some concern amongst the delegates about the size of the Rockhampton hall, and if it will fit the 
required number of mats.  We will send a letter with the criteria and ask them to confirm that they 
have a suitable venue. 
 
6.   Capricornia Association 
Capricornia IBA advised that they would not have players or delegates here today.  They had 
made an enquiry several weeks ago as to when the new delegate travel fees would be applicable. 
 
7.   Incorporation Form 
This is the form we send to the Office of Fair Trading every year.  It will be completed with the new 
details and sent along with a cheque. 
 
CORRESPONDENCE 
Outwards: 
1.   Marianne Jenner 
Secretary Janet forwarded an article for QIBILO from Caloundra to Marianne.   
 
2.   Pine Rivers Indoor Bowls Club 
Pine Rivers IBC made an inquiry regarding the insurance options.  Secretary Janet sent a reply 
explaining the options. 
 
Robin Cruikshank moved that the inward correspondence be received and the outward endorsed, 
seconded by Ros Richter. Motion Carried.  
 
TREASURERS REPORT 
Jody Moore moved that her Treasurer s report be received, seconded by George Napper.  
No business arising. Motion Carried 
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NOTICE OF MOTION from November Delegates Meeting 
Don Smith moved a motion that we do away with the October State Titles, seconded Frank Berry. 
 
Don Smith spoke for the motion.  May to August is full on bowls, many players are burnt out by 
October.   
 
Jason Moore responded, at the time this motion was first raised, we were worried about the cost of 
running the State Titles, however we have been allocated $3000 per year for the next three years 

unspent funding must be paid back. 
Kaylene Weir said we spend a lot of money on the raffles, could they be donated instead? 
Jean Kassulke asked if QIBA paid associations for the venue hire  yes we do. 
Nelson Thomas said that at the last October titles, only about half of the state team attended, 
which he found disappointing. 
David Blyth said he would like to see the Titles continue at least for this year, as with the funding 
and a potential sponsor it could be more profitable. 
 
Following some further discussion, President Carmel Blyth then halted discussion, and called for 
the vote.  The motion was put and lost (43 against, 7 for). Motion Lost 
 
 
NOTICE OF MOTION from Fassifern Indoor Bowls Association 
That all games organised by 
the way we play our games, 12 ends be played, with extra end or ends if game be even until a 
winner be decided, as in international games and AIBBC games.  The kitty be the penalty and end 
r  
 
RATIONALE:  We cannot tell associations and or clubs how they must play their games, but feel 
that it would be of great benefit to all if there was one set of rules.  Each time you go to bowls there 
is a different set of rules.  We feel that it would be a great benefit to players nominating in AIBBC 
Championships and International games to have as much practice as possible with these rules. 
 
Ryan Wiegand spoke against it, as it would involve changing the July state titles to play on 24 foot 
mats, as well as the compulsory practices.  This would be of no benefit at all to players going to 
the National Titles, where we play on 30 foot carpets. 
 
Jean Kassulke responded, citing the variations in rules as being confusing. 
Angus Young also spoke against it, the draw on a 24 foot mat is different to that of a 30 foot 
carpet.  In May, would we be playing rinks or fours?  There are lots of details involved with the 
actual application of this motion that are not stated in the motion. 
 
David Blyth said that in our constitution, we are to promote bowls, so that every association and 

 
 
President Carmel Blyth then halted discussion, and called for the vote. The motion was put and 
lost (44 against, 6 for). Motion Lost 
 
SELECTION DOCUMENTS 
1.  Directive to Team Members, moved by George Napper, seconded Jason Moore. 
Angus Young asked how strictly No. 3 would be enforced, what if the wedding you want to attend 
is a cousin and not more immediate family? Will you get kicked off immediately?  George replied 
that each case will be taken on its merits, however they will be trying to enforce the Directive as 
much as possible. Extenuating circumstances will be taken into account. Practices are there for a 
reason, and team members should be making every effort to attend them.   
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John Norton moved an amendment that we add that:  12.  All team members avail themselves of a 
copy of the Australian Law Book, seconded Jenny Cruikshank.  After a vote, the amendment 
became the motion, and the motion was carried. Motion carried 
 
2.  Player Selection Criteria, moved by George Napper, seconded Jody Moore. 

  If you have moved from another state as result of work, 

they are playing for, is that not all we can expect? 
Secondly,   some coaching advice may not suit every player, and players should 
only have to apply advice that works for them instead of blindly accepting everything. 

  this give a negative view, when we need to be positive. 
 
3.  Selection/Non-selection letters, moved by George Napper, seconded Marilyn Long. 
Letters 1 and 2 only are applicable, as we do not at present select a squad.  Motion carried 
 
4.  Selection Committee Guidelines, moved by George Napper, seconded Jason Moore. 
Jody Moore brought up a number of items. 
C.1. - Change it from (not including reserves) to (plus any reserves) as the reserves are part of the 
team. 
D.6  -  
D. 7.  at the end of this item, add except in situations where less than the full Selection Panel is 
available, see Team Managers Criteria, #21. 
This is because if one or more selectors are unavailable and a decision needs to be made, the 
Team Manager should be able to make a decision in order to avoid delaying the game for too long. 
H.1 & 2  the extension is too long, if it was applied, the team would not be selected for an 
additional 10 weeks. Leave as it. 
L.8  les), (Ladies, Gents and Mixed Pairs), (Ladies 

 
O. appeals -committee?  No, it is 2 members of the Committee of 
Management plus Chairman of Selector. 
We already have a process for appeals against selection/non-selection.  The person writes to the 
State Secretary, who passes it to the Selection Committee, who arranges a meeting with the 
person to try and work out the issue.  Both the person and the selectors have the right to have a 
representative with them to assist with the process.  If it cannot be resolved then the person can 
appeal to the Committee of Management.   
This year, as our President is also a Selector, Carmel would step aside if it got to the COM, unless 
she was representing the Selectors.  
 The motion including amendments was carried 
 
4.  Team Managers Criteria, moved by Jason Moore, seconded Jody Moore. 
3.  John Norton requested the wording be changed, to be in line with what is written in the AIBBC 
Team Managers instruction book - If a dispute occurs during a game which cannot be resolved by 
the duty Umpire or Chief Umpire, play ceases immediately, either team Manager to lodge 
complaint to the Games Master in writing who shall refer the matter to the disputes committee. 
 Motion carried 
 
GENERAL BUSINESS 
1.  Signatories for Bank Account 
Jody Moore asked who we wanted as Signatories on the account.  It is normally President, 
Treasurer and Secretary, but with Jason and Jody Moore in 2 of those positions we did not have 
Jason on as a signatory, instead have Senior Vice President Daphne Ladlow.  It was moved by 
Jody Moore, seconded Jason Moore that the signatories be President, Treasurer and Secretary. 
 Motion Carried 
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2.  State Titles 
We need to have a venue for the July state titles, it was moved by Jason Moore that Caloundra be 
asked to Hos , seconded Daphne Ladlow. Motion Carried 
 
3.  Website password 
With the new committee we need to change the website password, it was so moved by Jason 
Moore, seconded George Napper. Motion Carried 
 
4.  Selection Panel 
There were 34 ladies, 28 men and 3 junior nominations. The Selection Panel had a brief meeting 
during supper, then asked the Committee of Management to join them for a discussion.  They 
would like to re-open nominations for the state team, closing date to be 4 weeks (4/3/14), letters to 
be sent out immediately to all associations and clubs.  The committee agreed to re-open 
nominations.   It was so moved by George Napper, seconded Ros Richter. Motion Carried 
 
 
5.  Uniform Trousers 
Angus Young spoke about the mens trousers.  There are a lot a colour and style variations 
amongst the men, as fawn is a very difficult colour to obtain.  The maroon outdoor trousers come 

different coloured bottoms.   David Blyth said that the potential sponsor would be willing to provide 
new uniforms, pants, shirts, spray jacket.  However to do it this year, a decision would have to be 
made and arrangements made by May.  It was asked, what about the ladies who prefer to wear a 
skirt?  Perhaps material could be made available to make skirts. 
Carmel Blyth said that the sponsor they have been talking has seen photos of the team, and he is 
definitely thinking of all the same coloured bottoms, possible charcoal grey, and a new design shirt 
and jacket with his name on the sleeves, and Queensland written on the back.  There are several 
firms on the Sunshine Coast who can custom make garments to all sizes, and would guarantee 
the colour.  The fabric is stretch.  The blazer is not being touched.  The cost will mostly likely be 
fully subsidised by the sponsor. 
  
6.  Honour Boards at Toowoomba 
George Napper noted that when in Toowoomba recently he saw that the honour boards need to be 
updated.  George Napper moved that they be updated, seconded Ryan Wiegand. Motion carried 
Carmel also noted that there is a misspelling, Ian Bettley or Bentley, she will check. 
 
7.  Restricted Events flyer 
Nelson Thomas queried the flyer for the Restricted events.  ALL PLAYERS are to be present prior 
to the draw, to confirm their attendance. He does not believe this is correct, that players only have 
to notify QIBA that they will be there, and to notify QIBA if they cannot make it for any reason,  
Secretary Janet to check the minutes to see the wording of the motion. 
 
8.  Strategic Planning Workshop 
The Annand Street hall of the Toowoomba Indoor Bowling Association has been booked for 9am, 
Saturday 1st March.  Assistant Secretary Annette Dunstan will send out agendas. 
 
There being no further business President Carmel Blyth thanked everyone for coming, wishing  
them a safe trip home, and declared the meeting closed at 11.55pm. 
 
 
 
 
Janet Stockel Carmel Blyth 
Secretary QIBA Inc President QIBA Inc 
10th February, 2014  
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= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
 

STRATEGIC PLANNING WORKSHOP: 
Saturday, 1st March, 2014, 9.00am 

Annand Street, Toowoomba 
 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
2014 EVENTS 
Winter Championships  (Caloundra) 2nd, 3rd, 4th May 

Restricted Pairs  (Nambour IBA) 5th July 

Compulsory Practice  (Caloundra) 19th and 20th July 

  (Caloundra) 26th and 27th July 

Compulsory Practice  (Nambour) 9th and 10th August 

National Titles  (Mount Gambier SA)  24th to 30th August 

Summer Championships  (Caloundra) 18th and 19th October 

Restricted Rinks  (Capricornia IBA, Yeppoon) 1st November 
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Queensland Indoor Bowling Association Inc. 

Strategic Planning Committee Workshop 
Saturday, 1st March, 2014  

Held at Toowoomba Indoor Bowls Hall. 
 
PRESENT: 
Chairperson and  Senior Vice President Daphne Ladlow, President Carmel Blyth, Secretary 
Janet Stockel, Assistant Secretary Annette Dunstan, Robin Cruikshank, Diane Knight, Marilyn 
Long, George Napper, John Norton, Don Smith, Frances Thomas, Nelson Thomas, Sandra 
Wood.  
 
APOLOGIES: Junior Vice President Ryan Wiegand, Treasurer Neville Scholl, Roslyn Richter, 
Errol Weir, Kaylene Weir, Junior Vice President Justin Weir, David Blyth, Jean Kassulke, Vince 
Lakin, Neville Scholl, Larni Stretton, Angus Young, Glenn Casey and Heather Wood. 
 
Chairperson Daphne Ladlow opened the meeting at 9.25am welcoming everyone present, saying 
though it is a small group hopefully we can get a lot done. Daphne welcomed the new QIBA 
President, Carmel Blyth. 
 
Carmel Blyth thanked everyone for taking the time and attending.  
 
Don Smith, attending as a past member of committees, stated that as far as Queensland Indoor 
Bowls goes, we are struggling. We are losing Associations and even having trouble getting a 
State Team. He suggested that we need to look at our structure to see if it is appropriate at this 
time. With the roster for Restricted events, vary the venues and not cluster them in the same 
areas. We have refereeing problems with kitty replacement. 
 
As a past Treasurer Don noted that we have more money now, mainly Grant money, and we 
need to spend to promote bowls. With excess in accounts we may not get further funding. He 
suggested having brochures made up and doing letter box drops to get new players and then 
coaching those players. 
soon go back to their previous play. 
 
Those present then broke into committees for discussions. Anyone not in a committee or not 
having sufficient members attending can join another for discussions. 
 
Following lunch, which was organised by Daphne Ladlow, the reports were given from each 
committee.  
 
REPORTS: 
UMPIRES- Chairperson is John Norton 
 Went through the draft of the AIBBC Umpires exam and made a few corrections to go back 

to the AIBBC. 
 
SELECTION- Chairperson is George Napper  
 The Selectors will meet on 22nd or 23rd March to select the 2014 Queensland Team. No new 

nominations have been received so far after the nominations were re-opened. The closing 
date for new nominations is Tuesday, 4th March. 

 
 deemed to be good enough 

should be made a reserve. After lengthy discussion the consensus was that it is the 
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 Not all nomination forms are filled out completely. rly 
they play, nor what events they attend. 

 
 Do we want the Selectors to enforce the criteria and rules of attending Compulsory 

Practices? The rules are known but there are some Team members deliberately not 
attending for various reasons, including travelling, and still expecting to play. There was a 
lot of discussion on the deliberate flaunting of these rules and possible repercussions. 

 
 Selectors would like all State Team members to approach their local Club/Association to 

 
 
 The second Compulsory Practice should be on the first Saturday and Sunday in August as it 

is easier for players to remember. Ask Team members what they would prefer. 
 
 The Selectors strongly agree that State Team members should play in the Pre-Tournament 

games at the relevant venue each year. 
 
COACHING- Chairperson is Robin Cruikshank 
 Need to go through the Coaches Criteria to update it. 

 
 Coaching Clinics: Sunday, 27th April at Toowoomba at 9am. 

                                      27th September in Rockhampton area. 
 

 
 Compulsory Practice: Skills session of half an hour. 

 
 Coaches are to revise and update Coaches Course. They will need a weekend to do it. 

 
REFEREES- Chairperson is Vince Lakin. Diane Knight spoke on behalf of the Referees. 
 Finished updating the Referees Exam. 

 
PUBLICITY- Angus Young is Chairperson.  
 Discussion on getting more players at grass roots: Flyers, Print Media, Television with one 

association at a time to advertise. This would lead on to Coaching Clinics and Open Days. 
 
 .Community notice boards 

 
 Facebook/ Web pages 

 
  

 
 Persist with media contacts. 

 
 Short ads on 7two/ 7mate: initial cost is high but then is about $20 or so per air time. 

 
FINANCE AND FUNDRAISING- Chairperson is Roslyn Richter. 
  absence the Finance and Fundraising was incorporated into the Publicity 

discussion. 
 We will sell Chocolates again this year. 

 
HEALTH & SAFETY- No committee members were elected at AGM. 
  We will need at least one person to do a Health and Safety course.  

  Carmel Blyth thanked everyone saying that we need to implement the ideas that have been 
brought forward.  
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 
 Possible QIBA Sponsor 

Carmel Blyth advised that there is a possible sponsor for Queensland Indoor Bowls. More 
will be known in the next 14 days. They are looking at sponsoring the State Team and 
providing new uniforms as well. 

 
 AIBBC- First Aid at National Titles.  

The AIBBC has discussed the need for states to have a defibrillator to keep on hand for use 
at the National Titles. This could cost up to $2,500 and would need to be maintained and 
serviced each year prior to the National Titles. Janet Stockel commented as this would only 
be used for one week of the year we should look into the cost of hiring a defibrillator for the 
week when required. Some of the cheaper defibrillators are one use only. 

 
 October State Titles 

There was discussion on the October State Titles and suggestions about changing the May 
State Titles to the long weekend in October. The Selection Committee moved a Notice of 
Motion go to the next Delegates meeting. George Napper moved that the October State 
Titles be played on the long weekend. Seconded by Nelson Thomas.                                             
Motion Carried. 

 
 By-Laws and Operating procedures are due to be reviewed this year. 

 
 First Aiders 

We need to keep a register of current holders of First Aid certificates. 
Those we know of at present are: Neville Scholl, Marilyn Long and Kaylene Weir. 

 
 Change of Rules 

Frances Thomas suggested that Queensland should consider changing from the bowls as 
the penalty to the Kitty as the penalty following an incident that occurred at Boonah. 

 
 
Nelson Thomas expressed his disappointment with the attendance at the Strategic Planning 
Workshop saying it is slack of the committee members. It is hard to have decent discussions 
when not all of your committee is in attendance. 
 
Chairperson Daphne thanked everyone present for attending. 
 
 
The Workshop closed at 3.50pm. 
 
 
 
Annette Dunstan                                                                     Daphne Ladlow 
Assistant Secretary                                                                 Senior Vice President 
Queensland Indoor Bowling Association Inc. 
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Minutes of Committee of Management Meeting 
held at Wondai on Saturday 5th April 2014 

 
Present: Patron Bev Richardson, President Carmel Blyth, Senior Vice President Daphne Ladlow, 
Treasurer Ros Richter, Secretary Janet Stockel, Assistant Secretary Annette Dunstan, Junior Vice 
President Ryan Wiegand, Junior Vice President Justin Weir, Publicity Officer Angus Young. 
Apologies: Immediate Past President Jason Moore 
 
President Carmel Blyth opened the meeting at 9.20am and welcomed all present.  
 
Minutes: 
Daphne Ladlow moved the minutes from the previous meeting (COM meeting 18 January 2014) 
be accepted as read. Seconded Annette Dunstan. Motion Carried 
Business arising from the minutes: 
1.   Bowls Cloths 
The sample bowls cloth received was looked at.  The material is thinner than previous cloths, 
however the committee decided to proceed with the order, and will sell them at $2.50 each. 
 
2.   Website 
Secretary Janet advised the committee of the username and password to access the website. 
 
Ryan Wiegand moved the minutes be confirmed as read. Seconded Ros Richter. Motion Carried 
 
 
Annette Dunstan moved the minutes from the previous meeting (COM meeting 1 February 2014) 
be accepted as read. Seconded Janet Stockel. Motion Carried 
Business arising from the minutes: 
No business arising, Ros Richter moved the minutes be confirmed as read. Seconded Daphne 
Ladlow. Motion Carried 
 
 
Bev Richardson moved the minutes from the previous meeting (General meeting from the AGM 
1 February 2014) be accepted as read. Seconded Justin Weir. Motion Carried 
 
Business arising from the minutes: 
1.   AIBBC funding 
Ryan Wiegand asked if we had received any funding from the AIBBC to help with the shortfall 
from the International Test Match, and also if the $600 from Henselite for the National Titles has 
been received.  Nothing has been received.  President Carmel requested that a letter be sent to 
AIBBC querying payment. 
 
2.   3 year Funding (Sport & Recreation) 
The funding for each year has to be accounted for, and if not used, refunded to Sport & 
Recreation.  We do not normally have any trouble spending the funds.  The reporting 
requirements will not be known until June. 
 
3.   Bank 
The Bank of Qld has made all the necessary changes regarding signatories to the account. 
 
4.   Honour Boards 
The honour boards are currently being updated.  The new Junior boards are with Jason Moore, he 
is preparing the boards. 
 
Daphne Ladlow moved the minutes be confirmed as read. Seconded Ros Richter.Motion Carried 
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Correspondence: 
Inward 
1.    New Zealand Indoor Bowls / Margaret Ford  
NZIB forwarded an email on from Margaret Ford.  Margaret has moved to the Gold Coast and 
wanted to know where she could play bowls.  Secretary Janet has been emailing with Margaret, 
and believes Margaret may play at Brisbane. 
 
2.    Rockhampton IBA 
We received an email from Rockhampton in response to our letter asking how many mats they 
can put in their hall.  They have advised a maximum of 22 carpets.  We will need to look at 
nominations and see if that adds too many extra rounds to a day.  We will discuss this again at our 
next meeting. 
 
3.    St Peters IBC, Pittsworth 
We received an email from ordering some beginners handbooks, rule books and law books, as 
Secretary Janet has not had a chance to post them, Ros will take them back as she will see then 
on Monday night. 
 
4.    Sports Community 
Secretary Janet received an email during the week.  They appear to be a support organisation for 
sports groups, their website is www.sportscommunity.com.au if anyone would like to have a look. 
 
5.    Plates for National Titles trophies 
Secretary Janet received the plates for the trophies. 
 
OUTWARD 
 
1.    Datawave 
Treasurer Ros Richter asked how the Datawave account is normally paid.  It would have been by 
cheque as we do not have electronic banking options enabled. 
President Carmel asked why we are not utilizing electronic banking for both outgoing payment and 
incoming funds.  Ros said that as we have 2 signatories, the transactions require a second person 
to electronically verify transactions.  We also discussed allowing associations and clubs to do 
direct deposits to our account. 
Ros Richter moved a recommendation that we allow electronic banking, both inward and outward, 
seconded Angus Young.  Associations and clubs would still mail or email a remittance so we get a 
breakdown. 
 
2.    Coaches 
The coaching panel will need to write a criteria for persons wanting to become a Coach, as they 
believe people need to have a minimum of 5 years bowling experience before they become a 
coach. 
 
Angus Young moved that the Inward Correspondence be received and the Outward endorsed, 
seconded Daphne Ladlow. Motion Carried 
 
Treasurers Report:  
Ros Richter moved that her report be adopted. Seconded Ryan Wiegand. Motion Carried  
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.sportscommunity.com.au/
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General Business: 
1.    Incorrect information listed on Team letter  
Secretary Janet incorrectly listed that the second compulsory practice as being hosted by 
Nambour at the Caloundra hall.  It is actually the Restricted Pairs weekend that Nambour has 
been unable to secure the Nambour High School (school already has a booking), so Nambour IBA 
will host the Pairs at Caloundra.  Janet will send out a notice to everyone about this. 
 
2.    Promotion and Website  
Publicity Officer Angus Young spoke about brochures that can be sent out, he will try and draft 
something for the next meeting. We need to try and attract people to our sport, so marketing has 
to make people want to come in a give it a go.  Looking at outdoor bowls, they utilize the popular 
people, the good players, to be the face of the sport, people who other young people look at and 

 Advertising has to be attractive and eye-catching so it actually gets 
read. 
 
Angus will also have a look at Facebook and Twitter to see how we can utilize them.   
 
Carmel suggested that perhaps we could have the website updated. The information currently on 
the front page needs to go to a new page, with the front page being more catchy.   
We will get a few quotes for our next meeting. 
 
We also need to put all the photos together by event, as a multi-page PDF. 
 
3.    Publicity Officer computer 
The computer Angus inherited seems to running very slowly.  It is one of our older computers, 
after some discussion, Angus will look into a new computer, and software requirements. 
 
4.    QIBILO 
Angus feels that QIBILO needs more interest based articles, not just results of bowls days.  He will 
do some research into what he would like to do, the next issue is due out in May.  Any articles for 
the QIBILO can be sent directly to the Publicity Officer at publicity@qldindoorbiasbowls.com.au 
 
Angus will email something to Secretary Janet about the best way to contact him. 
 
5.    Restricted Events/State Titles 
President Carmel queried the starting time for Restricted events.  Currently we do the draw at 
10.30, start at 11am, play 1 or 2 games then have a lunch break. 
It was suggested that we start at 12 or 12.30, do the draw at shortly before, with lunch prior to 
play, and state on the flyer that there will be no lunch break. 
 
The committee also discussed timings for state titles, but will talk further about this at the next 
meeting. 
 
President Carmel said that as per the discussion at the Strategic Planning Workshop, we look at 
moving the October titles to the long weekend, to give us more time. We will discuss this further 
next meeting. 
 
6.    Registration/Insurance 
It was asked why the extra $2 was loaded onto the registration only, instead of spread across both 
items.  After some discussion, it was suggested that the breakdown be $4 registration/$8 
insurance. 
 
7.    Insurance Policies 
President Carmel asked why the policies come due at a variety of times, instead of all together so 
we can make a single payment.   
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8.    Draws 
President Carmel said she was requested to ask why there are 3 random shuffles done on the 
draws.  It is not necessary, but it was how we were asked to do it from the start of the computer 
draws.  After some discussion, it was decided that a single shuffle only be done in future. 
 
9.    Operational Plan, Strategic Plan 
The Operational and Strategic Plans need to be updated and copies sent to Sport and Recreation.  
The committee went through both documents, Secretary Janet will update the electronic copies 
and email to the department. 
 
 
There being no further business, the meeting closed at 12.20pm. 
 
 
 
 
Janet Stockel Carmel Blyth 
Secretary QIBA Inc President QIBA Inc 
6th April, 2014  
 
 

============================================ 
Next Delegates Meeting: 

Saturday, 5th July, 2014, approximately 7pm 
To be hosted by Nambour Association, at Burke St, Caloundra 

============================================ 
RESTRICTED PAIRS 

To be hosted by Nambour Association, at Burke St, Caloundra 
Nominations close 30 days prior to event (5th June 2014) 

Names of players to be advised to QIBA Secretary before 19th June 
============================================ 

COMPULSORY PRACTICES 
First Practice  Burke St, Caloundra  19th and 20th July 

Second Practice  Nambour High School - 9th and 10th August 
============================================ 
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Minutes of Committee of Management Meeting 
held at Gatton RSL, on Sunday 15th June, 2014 

 
Present: Patron Beverley Richardson, President Carmel Blyth, Senior Vice President Daphne 
Ladlow, Junior Vice President Justin Weir, Secretary Janet Stockel, Treasurer Roslyn Richter, 
Assistant Secretary Annette Dunstan, Publicity Officer Angus Young, Executive Chairman 
Equiholding Ray Dean 
 
Apologies: Junior Vice President Ryan Wiegand, Immediate Past President Jason Moore. 
 
President Carmel Blyth opened the meeting at 9.05am and welcomed all present and thanked 
them for attending. 
 
Carmel introduced Raymond Dean, the Executive Chairman of International Network Equity 
Holdings. They are purchasing Kooralbyn Resort and will be re-developing the resort. Kooralbyn 
Valley Sport and Entertainment will be formed to oversee all sporting ventures at the resort.  They 
are planning on building an Indoor Bowls Stadium.  They will form an Indoor Bowls Association at 
the resort.  They are interested in sponsoring Queensland Indoor Bowling Association State 
Championships and State Team. 
 
They would like to run their own events with competitions consisting of Singles, Pairs, Triples and 

Australia and Northern Territory are to be invited. They are looking at holding an international 
event also. 
 
As the company already has media contacts they would have media rights are willing to assist 
with the promotion of indoor bowls throughout Queensland. They would expect us to promote 
Kooralbyn Valley Resort through our sport ie on our website and when we travel away to play. 
 
With their own Indoor Bowls Stadium and Association it is envisaged they will attract new players 
both regular and occasional players (e.g. travellers). 
 
Open Tournament 
Kooralbyn Valley are interested in Inviting interstate and International players (Canada, Scotland, 
England, New Zealand, South Africa, etc.) to participate in a major championships. This would be 
a week long at least with larger prize money and more incentative: Sectional prizes, Round prizes 
and Championship prizes. 
 
Justin Weir queried what would be done for Queensland as we struggle now to win at the 
Nationals. 
 
This would give us a goal to work towards, increase memberships, sponsor our costs of the game, 
attract previous bowlers that we have lost and encourage present players to improve their game. 

 A Sports Director could lead to a Sports Psychologist or Team Motivator.  
 Improve Coaching Skills and get schools more involved. 
 Saturated media coverage to promote the game and bring it up to a more professional level. 
 A minimum 3 year sponsorship. 
 Indoor Bowls Memorabilia Room - any artifacts from previous years, Team photographs (with 

names if possible). 
 State Titles sponsorship. 
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State Championships 
Angus Young asked if there would be any changes to the way we played our State 

draws, etc. 
 

 Proposed staggered prize money from the second round onward. The aim is to encourage 
more players to participate by rewarding a much wider section of players. Justin Weir 
asked if the nomination fees would increase. This would need to be discussed. 

 Accommodation for State Events held at Kooralbyn Resort would be covered. Discussion to 
be held if this is totally subsidized or partial. 

 International Network Equity Holdings wants this to be a long term association. 
 
Indoor Bowls Stadium 
This will be large enough for 30-40 carpets. It will have rooms for First Aid, Games Control and 
Administration central to playing area. Umpires Room, Media coverage, upstairs viewing, Tiered 
seating, Restaurant, bar, etc. It will be a bowls specific venue with the size able to be decreased 
for smaller events by moving the seating. Play will be recorded and televised throughout the 
Resort and around the world on their website  
Kooralbyn Resort would purchase the required carpets, bowls etc. 
 
A larger Sports stadium would be available for use when needed. 
                               
Medical Facilities would be available on site: Doctor, Dentist and Ambulance, with Helicopter on 
call. 
 
Coaching 
The coaching program will need to be improved, to obtain more coaches, and to encourage more 
people, particularly younger ones, to participate. 
Ray mentioned the International School at Kooralbyn Valley.  In years past there have been a lot 
of top quality athletes come from there.  International Network Equity Holdings is already making 
arrangements for sporting seminars and classes through the school. 
Coaches will be paid to get around for coaching activities.  We need younger people to be able to 
see that there is a future in indoor bowls, that they can make money, and that it is not a dead-end 
sport.  If we can get the kids involved, then the parents could follow. 
 
Widespread advertising will be required to get the sport, venues and Kooralbyn Resort out into the 
public eye, in order to attract more players and visitors.  Angus said that what we are trying to 
achieve is what Lawn Bowls has already done, they pulled the sport up from a negatively 
perceived sport by using the aesthetic aspects of the game - coloured bowls and uniforms.  It was 
commented that now with black, yellow, blue and orange bowls available there are options for 
what to use, and for TV contrasting colours will work really well.  It is hoped that with real prize 
money available, some of the players we have lost to lawn bowls might come back, and other 
lawn bowlers might give us a go. 
 
Kooralbyn Resort would also be putting on their own tournaments, aside from wishing to host 
QIBA events. 
 
Following media coverage we may have unaffiliated clubs from throughout the State wanting to be 
involved. 
 

t 

bowls, they might be willing to nominate for the State Team, and we do need more nominations to 
give the Selectors a wider choice of players. 
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Carmel put forward that once the team is selected in February, we need to have more state 
practices, starting in April, again in May, then June.  These practices should be skills practice and 
coaching, with a de-brief in the evening to evaluate the days efforts. Then we can have games in 
July and August.  New Zealand win against us at the International because they are better 
organised, better practiced, better motivated, and they have a team motivator and psychologist to 
get them to the best mindset for playing.  We need to change the way we think, to be more 
serious about our game.  We need to be able to play well under pressure.  
If we can lift the image of the sport, we may be able to have Indoor Bowls recognised as a sport, 
rather than a pastime that is under the umbrella of outdoor bowls. Our Australian team cannot use 
the Australian national crest on their uniforms because of that lack of recognition. 
 
Once it becomes known that the competitions will be paying out from the second round onwards, 
then it should encourage more players to come, knowing that they will at least get their nomination 
fees back if not more.  The money might get more people to travel to more competitions. 
 
We will continue to support local Associations and Clubs. Any registered player can play a State 
event. We need to look into possibly changing having to send nominations through Association 
secretaries, to make it easier for players to nominate. We will try and come up with some 
suggestions to go out to associations. 
 
Membership cards with QIBA and Kooralbyn logos 
Use of membership numbers would be more efficient for the registrar. QIBA members would get 
discounts for accommodation at Kooralbyn Resort.  We will look at costs for membership cards. 
 
We will get a re-cap of what the sponsorship involves to Associations prior to the July Delegates 
meeting. 
 
Logo: Our Official logo will remain the same but we would like to redesign the promotional logo. 
 
State Team Uniform:  We looked at proposed designs from Carmel Blyth and had a brief 
discussion on possible changes to the colour of pants/ skirts. 
 
We adjourned for lunch at 12.00noon. 
Meeting re-convened at 12.40pm 
 
General Business: 
1.    Emails 
Anyone wishing to receive minutes, information, etc, by email is requested to leave email address 
with the secretary.   
 
2.    Coaching  
The Coaching Clinic was scheduled for Toowoomba on 21st June however no names have been 
received so far.  If no names come in by Wednesday evening, it will be cancelled. 
 
3.    Accommodation 
Justin Weir asked if the State Team will be getting subsidised for accommodation when playing 
interstate. This would be possible. 
 
We should consider flights and accommodation together as a team. We need to look into 
accommodation now for 2015 (Warnambool Victoria) as some of the other states will be doing. 
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4.    Signing of Sponsorship Contract 
The signing of the contract will be a photo opportunity for both QIBA and Kooralbyn Resort. COM 
to be in uniform, and a Delegation from Kooralbyn Valley Sport and Entertainment group - put 
photos on both web sites. 
 
5.    Open Day 
An Open Day will be held to announce the Kooralbyn Resort re-development, possible in late July. 
COM members are to attend in full dress uniform. 
 
6.    Further Sponsors 
It is possible that this sponsorship could lead to further proposed sponsors coming forward. 
 
7.    Australian Team Nominations 
Nomination forms for the 2015 International Test Match are available now. We have also received 
forms for nominations for Australian Team Manager, Coach and Selectors. 
 
8.    Player Clearance 
Janet Stockel queried whether we needed a clearance from NSW for a player who registered with 
Warwick Association. As he has been registered in Queensland for a year this is not needed. 
 
9.    Chocolate Drive 
100 boxes of Chocolates will be ordered this year and we will start handing them out at the 
Restricted Pairs.  
 
10.   Honour Boards 

Some of the current boards are not named to a good standard (names are peeling). Justin will 
arrange to have them fixed. 
 
11.   Publicity 
Angus Young advised that he is worried about being able to do the Publicity job properly now that 
we have a sponsorship. He feels that it may involve a lot more time to perform his duties to a 
suitable standard. 
 
Carmel Blyth again thanked everyone for attending and thanked Ray for talking with us. 
 
There being no further business, the meeting closed at 2.35pm. 
 
 
 
 
Janet Stockel Carmel Blyth 
Secretary QIBA Inc President QIBA Inc 
18th June 2014 
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Minutes of Committee of Management Meeting 
held at Burke Street, Caloundra, on Saturday 5th July, 2014 

 
Present:  
Patron Beverley Richardson, President Carmel Blyth, Senior Vice President Daphne Ladlow, 
Junior Vice President Ryan Wiegand, Junior Vice President Justin Weir, Secretary Janet Stockel, 
Publicity Officer Angus Young 
 
Apologies:Treasurer Roslyn Richter, Assistant Secretary Annette Dunstan and Immediate Past 
President Jason Moore. 
 
President Carmel Blyth opened the meeting at 9.10am and welcomed all present and thanked 
them for attending. 
 
Minutes: 
Bev Richardson moved the minutes from the previous meeting (COM meeting 15 June 2014) be 
accepted as read. Seconded Angus Young. Motion Carried 
 
President Carmel noted that Raymond Dean, the Executive Chairman of International Network 
Equity Holdings, will be at the Delegates meeting tonight. 
 
Business arising from the minutes: 
1.   Kooralbyn Resort open day, signing of contract 
Justin Weir asked if the Kooralbyn Valley Resort open day and the signing of the contract are 
likely to be on the same day.  They could be, but it is unknown at this time. 
 
2.   Memberships Fees 
Ryan Wiegand asked if membership fees would be going up once the contract with Kooralbyn 
Resort is signed.  At this time there are no plans to raise the membership fees. 
 
2.   Memberships Cards 
Cards were discussed.  It was queried if the cards would be replaced every year, or if the cards 
would just have the name and membership number on them?  Initially this seems the best option.  
We discussed whether we should purchase a card printer, cost of these vary from $1500 to 
$2500. Another option would be cardboard cards, laminated.  This will need further discussion. 
 
3.   Sponsorship 
At this time actual figures for the sponsorship have not been finalised, however the information we 
have received indicate it will be substantial.  The Resort will set up an Indoor Bowls department 
within their staffing, who will be responsible for allocating prize money for each event within the 
various State Titles from the funds that have been made available by the Resort. 
 
4.   Operational Procedures and By-Laws 
We need to update the Operational Procedures and By-Laws this year. 
 
5.   Prize Money for State Titles 
Angus Young stated that he believed that the value of the increased prize amounts offered will 
affect how our sport changes.  Bigger amounts could mean that the better players may be able to 
make a living from playing bowls, similar to how outdoor bowls is now, while most other players 
should be able to at least fund their participation in the sport. 
 
President Carmel said that with the prize money anticipated to be paid from round 2 onwards, 

 - as people are 
knocked out, they become eligible for a prize amount.  We will need to work out the timing for 
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payout.  It is anticipated that the money will be supplied (CASH OR CASH CHEQUE?) already in 
individual envelopes with the details printed on the envelopes.  We should then only have to 
distribute the envelopes to the appropriate people during the course of the competition.  There 
would be a specific person or persons designated as the distribution person.  We would require 
some form of signing sheet for people to acknowledge receipt of their payment. 
CASH OR CASH CHEQUE?  -  either of these options would require a security person if the 
amounts Carmel is talking about become a reality.  If it became known we had a large sum of 
cash or cash cheques on hand it would be a security risk.  Depending on nominations and the 
final value of prizes, it might be okay to have one or 2 rounds with cash, but after that it will have 
to be cheques made out to the people who won each amount. In that case, the Sponsor would 
have to transfer a bulk sum to our account so we can write cheques, or else have a representative 
at the Titles who can sign cheques as they are required. This could also require a large number of 
cheques for team events, we could need several cheque books available. 
 

look at paying larger prize amounts in the future, this will need to be discussed in more detail. 
 
Publicity Officer Angus Young asked if the subsided accommodation could encourage players 

that even if they did, it still benefited the Resort and local area both directly and indirectly. 
 
Ryan Wiegand asked if it would affect any events held by the various local associations.  Again, 
no, it should not. President Carmel stated that the Committee of Management should try and get 
around to as many association events as possible, within reason. 
 
Daphne Ladlow moved the minutes be confirmed as read. Seconded Bev Richardson.  
 Motion Carried 
 
Correspondence: 
Inward 
1.    AIBBC 
We have been advised that we need to submit an invoice for the International Test Match shortfall. 
 
2.    John Norton 
John has returned his referee badge and card, stating that he disagrees with a number of the 
rules in the current rule book. 
 
3.    National Titles  Junior Girl 
We asked South Australia if they would have a Junior Girl spare for us, however they are unable 
to accommodate us. We then asked Victoria, who thinks they will have someone, but will let us 
know after their trials.   
 
4.    Lex McBean 
Lex made a request on behalf of his mother for a copy of the International Rules, they have been 
emailed to him. 
 
5.    Victorian Indoor Bias Bowls Association 
VIBBA has sent a letter to AIBBC asking for the National Titles funding reviewed, with the view to 
having it rise in keeping with CPI. 
 
6.    State Team withdrawal 
Samantha Nash has withdrawn from the State Team as she now has a job and is unable to have 
the time off.  Reg Sutton did not accept his position in the team. 
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7.    Blue Cards 
Responsibility for the Blue Card system will transfer from the Commission for Children and Young 
People to the Queensland Public Safety Business Agency.  As of 1st July there is a new form 
available from the website  www.bluecard.qld.gov.au  
 
OUTWARD 
 
1.    Qibilo 
Bev Richardson said that Lockyer Association did not receive any Qibilos in May.  Angus said they 
were sent out, he will print some extras out to give to Bev next time he sees her. 
 
Ryan Wiegand moved that the Inward Correspondence be received and the Outward endorsed, 
seconded Daphne Ladlow. Motion Carried 
 
Standing Orders were called at 10.00am, moved by Bev Richardson, seconded Daphne Ladlow. 
   Motion Carried 
 
Standing Orders were resumed at 10.15am, moved Daphne Ladlow, seconded Bev Richardson. 
  Motion Carried 
 
Treasurers Report:  
President Carmel Blyth presented the Treasurers report for Ros Richter, Angus Young moved it 
be adopted, seconded Justin Weir. Motion Carried  
 
General Business: 
1.    Rockhampton Association 
Rockhampton has applied to host the 2015 May State Titles, and advised they can accommodate 
up to 22 mats.  After checking previous draws for the May Titles, unless we have an extra round in 
the singles, 22 mats is insufficient.  We will ask Rockhampton if another larger venue is available. 
 
As an alternative, it was suggested that QIBA subsidise travel expenses for players who have to 
travel long distances for State Title events.  It was suggested that the same basis be used as for 
Restricted Events travel expenses, more than 450km each way.  We will put this to the delegates 
at the meeting tonight for discussion, if feedback is positive, put on agenda for November Meeting. 
 
2.    VIBBA  
Victoria sent a letter to AIBBC for a discussion point at the AGM  they feel that the funding from 
AIBBC to the States for the National Titles should be increased each year by at least CPI. 
This matter will be held over for the Delegates meeting tonight. 
 
3.    QIBA Certificates 
We are running low on prize certificates, we will get quotes for printing more. 
 
4.    Website 
We would like to update the look of the website, and will get some quotes. 
 
5.    Trophies 
Several of the trophies are missing  Consolation ladies singles and consolation gents singles.  
We will contact previous recipients from the last few years to determine where they are. 
Assistant Secretary Annette has been tasked with creating a register of all the trophies, with 
photos and a log of who has them, and who sponsors each one.  There will be a sign in-out sheet 
for every trophy. 
 
 

http://www.bluecard.qld.gov.au/
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6.    Photographs 
Publicity Officer Angus Young suggested that instead of the current permission slips for photos, 
we put on all forms that photos will be taken, and that if individuals who do not wish your photo to 
be taken or published, then they are to submit a letter to the State Secretary who shall pass it on 
to the Publicity Officer.  We should also look into writing an appropriate policy. 
 
7.    State Titles  close of nominations and draw 
The committee discussed having the nominations for State Title events close nearer to the event, 
perhaps only 2 weeks, with the draw done 1 week out from the event.  Alternatively we could 
close nominations only 1 week out, and do the draw on the day. 
 
It was also discussed if it would be beneficial to change the way nominations are taken. Instead of 
players nominating through their association secretary, players could nominate individually directly 
to either the QIBA secretary or QIBA games director.  This would require an update to the 
Operational Procedures.  POSSIBLE WORDING:  State title nominations to be sent directly to the 
Games Director, who can forward them to the Registrar (to confirm players are registered), and 
the State Secretary (correspondence records).  Payment may be sent to the State Secretary, or 
paid on first day of competition. 
We will bring this up for discussion by the delegates tonight. 
 
There being no further business, the meeting closed at 11.00pm. 
 
 
 
 
Janet Stockel Carmel Blyth 
Secretary QIBA Inc President QIBA Inc 
6th July, 2014  
 
 

============================================ 
Next Delegates Meeting: 

Saturday, 1st November, 2014, approximately 7pm 
To be hosted by Capricornia Association, at Yeppoon 

============================================ 
RESTRICTED RINKS 

To be hosted by Capricornia Association, at Yeppoon 
Nominations close 30 days prior to event (2nd October 2014) 

Names of players to be advised to QIBA Secretary before 17th October 
============================================ 

COMPULSORY PRACTICES 
First Practice  Burke St, Caloundra  19th and 20th July 

Second Practice  Nambour High School - 9th and 10th August 
============================================ 
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Minutes of Delegates Meeting held at 
Caloundra Indoor Bowls Hall, on 5 July, 2014 

 
President Carmel Blyth opened the meeting at 7.00pm, welcoming everyone to Caloundra, and 
advised that the meeting will be recorded, and requested that everyone stand when they are 
speaking, and if possible to use the microphone. 
 
Apologies:  
Treasurer Ros Richter. 
 
Senior Vice President Daphne Ladlow read the attendance book for the Committee of 
Management, Immediate Past President Jason Moore and Delegates. 
 
Voting Power Committee of Management   9 

Delegates  35 
Proxies  2 
                                           Total: 46 

 
Proxy votes were received from Callide Valley and Ipswich associations. 
 
President Carmel Blyth advised that we had a guest present, and then introduced Ray Dean, 
the Executive Chairman and Chief of Operations of International Network Equity Holdings.  We 
are in discussions with Ray regarding sponsorship for the Queensland Indoor Bowling 
Association.   
 
International Network Equity Holdings is a group of investors from Australia and overseas, who 
are mainly interested in investing in entertainments, sports and associated businesses, globally.  
Ray advised that Equity Holdings is in the process of purchasing a Resort in Queensland, and 
will be refurbishing and extending the facilities to become a Sports and Entertainment Precinct. 
 
One of the sports they would like to have is Indoor Bowls, and would start an Indoor Bowls 
Club/Association at the resort.  The new Association will be the same as any other, it will affiliate 
with QIBA, and will be able to run their own events in whatever manner they chose. Equity 
Holdings will purchase all the equipment required for the new Association. 
 
With other resorts around the world, events held at the Queensland resort will be televised 
internally via their website throughout all of their properties, worldwide, in 38 different 
languages   
 
Errol Weir asked if it is correct that Equity Holdings is planning on holding both international and 
nations events other than QIBA events, and who would be running them.  Ray said that the 
Bowling Association at the resort would be hosting those events.  They would be held on 30 foot 

ination fees for their own events; 
however they are likely to be higher than current green fees around the state, in accordance 
with the higher prize money they will be offering.  Ray also advised that for those events, 
accommodation at the Resort could be subsidized to participants.   
 
Their aim is to give Indoor Bowls a much higher profile that we currently have, and to increase 
the number of players.  It was asked what Equity Holdings would want from us?  Media rights. 
 
Equity Holdings is building an Indoor Bowls venue at the Resort.  It is in planning stages at 
present.  
 
It will be available to us, as well as being the home for the Association they will create, and is 
where any events for that Association will be run.   
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Robin Cruikshank asked how Equity Holdings intends to interact with the AIBBC.  Ray replied 
that they have not as yet met with them, but anticipate a good relationship that will work to the 
advantage of everyone. 
 
It was then asked if Equity Holdings has plans for Resorts elsewhere?  Queensland is the first, 
the second in South Australia, the third in Western Australia.  There will be a range of other 
sports also accommodated at the resort  horse events such as racing, polo and rodeos, female 
soccer and cricket, snooker and billiards, as well as entertainments and concerts. 
 
There will be a public announcement made later this month, with all of the main channels 
attending, along with various celebrities, and representatives of the various sports. 
 
All QIBA events will continue on as they have, either on Rosters (Restricted events) or held by 
Associations who nominate to host State Title events. The new association can choose to join 
the Restricted event rosters, or to host State Titles.  State Events will be run as they are 
currently, they will just be sponsored. 
 
It is anticipated there will be staggered prize money paid from the second round onwards, so if a 
player got knocked out in the second round they would receive a participation prize.  Values 
have yet to be assigned; this is one of a number of details still to be sorted out.  How would 
byes be worked into this system? 
The question was asked how much prize money could be involved.  Ray said he was amazed at 
how much players pay to come and play bowls, for such little return.  He would like to see it 
increase from the amount we play for now possibly increasing in value each year.  This could 
lead to a substantial amount.   
 
Indoor Bowls is played in many countries, including many of the Commonwealth countries, 
America and others, using a variety of rules.  All events would play by the rules adopted by the 
local Association.  Equity Holdings is keen to get junior and young adult players involved, as 
they will be the future of the sport.   
Ray also proposed holding a ladies only and a  only championship, with the winner of 
each then playing each other to determine a Grand Champion. Just think of the media 
possibilities! 
 
Errol Weir asked what would happen if Equity Holdings went broke; would QIBA be left 
responsible for future prize money?  Ray replied that the Bowling Director at the Resort will 
have all of the prize money for each year available at the start of each year. 
 
Kaylene Weir asked if our nomination fees would go up for QIBA events.  Potentially delegates 
may eventually be asked to increase fees, however the prize money for State Events will be 
sponsored by Equity Holdings not the QIBA, so the nomination fees are going to the QIBA. 
 
For QIBA events, players must be registered with a Club or Association that is affiliated with 
QIBA, the same as is currently applicable. 
 
Jody Moore asked President Carmel if the delegates will have a say on whether or not a 
contract is signed with Equity Holdings.  Past President Jason Moore stated that any contract 
must be in writing and available to all associations for perusal, and that a special meeting would 
be required to discuss the contents prior to approval being given or not by the delegates.  Ray 
said he hopes to have the contract available by the end of the month.  Jason suggested that we 
ask Sport & Recreation or Sport if they have a legal adviser we can use, or suggest someone. 
 
Once the documentation is available, it will be copied and sent out to the associations, and we 
will consult with a solicitor. After that a special meeting will be organised. 
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Equity Holdings will sponsor a new uniform for the State Team, 2 designs will be presented to 
the delegates/state team members to choose from.  Equity Holdings is also considering at least 
partially sponsoring accommodation and travel expenses each year.  It is too late this year, but 
would apply from next year if the contract is settled. 
 
There were no further questions for Ray at this time. 
 
Confirmation of Minutes 
Previous minutes (COM Meeting, 1st February, 2014) 
Jason Moore moved the minutes from the Committee of Management meeting on the 1st 
February be taken as read. Seconded by Jody Moore. 
  
Business arising from the minutes: 
No Business arising.  
Jason Moore moved the minutes be confirmed as read seconded Jody Moore. Motion Carried. 
 
Previous minutes (General Meeting at Annual General Meeting, 1st February, 2014) 
Robin Cruikshank moved the minutes from the General meeting on the 2nd February be taken 
as read, seconded by Diane Knight. 
 
Business arising from the minutes: 
1.   AIBBC  
It was queried if we had received the $600 sponsorship from Henselite.  We asked AIBBC about 
this; their response was that it is included in the $7000 payment from AIBBC.  
For the shortfall on the International Test Match, we need to re-send an invoice to AIBBC. 
 
2.   3 year funding 

at this time, we will have to speak to Sport & Recreation about it. 
 
3.   Australian Team 

Excerpt from previous minutes:  It has been suggested that they will pick the squad, and then 
have a practice weekend approximately 6 weeks prior to the Test Match, where the team 
selection will be done.  It has also been suggested that the reserves should travel with the 
team.  The states need to discuss this matter, and it will be voted on at the AGM in August. 

 
President Carmel asked our COM Member Robin Cruikshank to speak on this.  
Robin said that nothing can happen until the AGM in August, as the COM has not had a 
meeting since December.  Jody Moore said she thought that the reserves used to travel with the 
team.  David Blyth said that was stopped because of the expense.  At present the suggestion is 
too vague to be able to properly consider it. 
 
Angus Young moved that selectors from 
each state, that Queensland oppose Berry.  Motion Carried 
 
Robin Cruikshank moved that we send a notice of motion to AIBBC election of 24 
squad members be done at the National Titles every odd year, trials to be held at a place to be 
determined where the reserves will be named, then the players and reserves to play a practice 
weekend within a period prior to the Test Match where positions will be selected.  AIBBC to pay 

  Motion Carried 
 
Lois Norton asked, if NSW is holding all mats for the international test states 
have a mat to practice on?  That has been done previously, however at least one mat was 
returned damaged.  Each state would have to be responsible for the mat, and would need to 
organise practices for their squad members. 
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Angus Young moved we send a notice of motion to AIBBC - that the practice weekend be 
moved around the states and that the host state provide a team to practice against, with open 
nominations from which the Selectors from that state will choose the practice team. This will 
give players not selected in the squad a chance to be seen by the National Selectors for future 
consideration . Seconded Bev Richardson.   Motion Carried 
 
4.   Rockhampton Association 
The Rockhampton Association has requested to host the 2015 May State Titles.  We spoke to 
their delegates at the previous meeting, and have emailed with their secretary.  Their hall can 
only hold up to 22 mats, which is not enough for the May Titles, as we used 34 this year.  It was 
suggested that perhaps they could host the October titles instead? 
 
Junior Vice President Justin Weir suggested that we could look at only holding Championships 
in the southern area of the state, and subsidising northern players who travel distances of more 
than 450km each way to attend state title events, similar to the subsidy for Restricted events 
travel.  Jason Moore pointed out that this discussion was about fees, which are set at the AGM, 
we cannot make a decision at this meeting.  The matter will be put on the agenda for the AGM. 
 
Jason Moore moved that the minutes be confirmed as read, seconded by Robin Cruikshank. 
   Motion Carried. 
 
Strategic Planning Workshop on 1st March, 2014 
Robin Cruikshank moved the minutes from the Strategic Planning Workshop on 1st March be 
taken as read, seconded by Annette Dunstan.   Motion Carried. 
 
Business arising from the minutes: 
1.   Coaches Clinic 
A coaches clinic was planned in Toowoomba for June, however as it clashed with other events 
and no participant were received, the clinic was cancelled.  We will try again later in the year 
once we can get a date that suits most people. 
 
2.   Qld rules 
It was suggested at the meeting that Queensland should consider changing from the bowls as 
the penalty to the Kitty as the penalty following an incident that occurred at Boonah.  
Angus Young spoke re placing a piece of card at the corners of the mat, when a bowl ran off the 
mat over the card, you would be able to see if the bowl was a penalty. 
John Norton commented that the correct replacement of the kitty back on the mat was a matter 
of good sportsmanship.   
Neville Scholl supported the idea of changing to the kitty as penalty. 
Errol Weir commented that if the marker is watching carefully at the end of the mat, then the 
kitty should be able to be replaced with reasonable accuracy. 
 
It was commented that often there were insufficient spotters, with many spotters covering a 
number of mats. 
Jason Moore commented that he thought there was a motion on the books already that for 
Singles the Ladies and Gents first calls not be played at the same time, to allow for sufficient 
spotters. 

Excerpt from previous minutes:  JULY 2011 DELEGATES MEETING 
Jason felt that the recent state title singles ran very well with the trial running of the ladies and 
gents on separate initial calls, as it made sure there were plenty of markers, and did not add 
much time to the day.  It was moved by Carmel Blyth, seconded Michael Anderson that this be 
the format from now on.   Motion Carried. 

 
3.   October State Titles 
It was noted that a motion from the Strategic Planning workshop was not placed on the agenda 
for this meeting. 
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George Napper moved that the October State Titles be played on the long weekend. 
Seconded by Nelson Thomas.         Motion Carried. 

Jason said that when this was discussed at previous meetings, there had been some concern 
about that weekend being too close to the National Titles.  This motion will be put on the 
agenda for the November meeting. 
 
Jason Moore moved that the minutes be confirmed as read, seconded by Robin Cruikshank. 
   Motion Carried 
 
Previous minutes (Committee of Management Meeting held 5th April, 2014) 
Daphne Ladlow moved the minutes from the Committee of Management meeting on the 6th 
April be taken as read, seconded by Justin Weir.   Motion Carried. 
 
Business arising from the minutes: 
1.   Junior Honour Boards 
Jason Moore said that he was working on the honour boards, nearly ready. 
 
2.   Funding 
Nelson Thomas asked if we had had to refund any grant money for this 6 months.  The reports 
have not yet been submitted, however the grants work on a yearly basis, we will not know until 
the end of the year if any money will need to be refunded. 
 
3.   Coaches Criteria 
Nelson Thomas asked if the Coaches Criteria has been written.  Yes it has, however it is yet to 
be circulated. 
 
4.   Electronic Banking 
There was a discussion about electronic banking, for both outgoing and incoming monies. 

verifying each payment.  For incoming monies clubs, associations and individual would only 
need our bsb and account numbers to be able to make a deposit. 
Jenny Cruikshank moved we set up internet banking for the QIBA. seconded Dulcie Casey.  
Jason Moore noted that it should be for inward only, as outward requires 2 signatures.  
There was some discussion that outward payments can be made using a security token. 
Jenny Cruikshank withdrew the original motion and moved that QIBA have internet banking set 
up, and look into getting a security token for outward payments when required, seconded John 
Norton.   Motion Carried 
 
5.   Restricted Events, State Titles starting times 
There was some discussion regarding changing the starting times for the restricted events.  
Games Director Ryan Weigand suggested that play should start at 12 noon with no lunch break. 
It was also suggested we look at the starting times for the various state title events. 
President Carmel requested this be held over until General Business for discussion. 
 
6.   Qibilo 
Publicity Officer Angus Young said he has been having some difficulties accessing the publicity 
officer email address, however hopes to rectify that problem shortly.  It was asked if he had 
been supplied a new computer yet.  No he has not, wanted to wait until after the sponsorship 
question was settled, so he could consider the requirements of a new computer. 
 
Robin Cruikshank moved that the minutes be confirmed as read, seconded by Jason Moore.  

   Motion Carried. 
 
Janet Stockel moved Standing Orders be in place, seconded Robin Cruikshank. Motion Carried.  
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During a supper provided by Nambour Indoor Bowls Association, President Carmel Blyth 
presented Nambour Vice President Ritchie Wallace with a cheque to help defray the costs of 
hosting the Restricted Pairs.  
 
Standing orders were resumed at 9.30pm, moved Robin Cruikshank, seconded by Jody Moore.  
 Motion Carried. 
 
Games Director Ryan Wiegand announced the Winners of the Restricted Pairs and asked 
Patron Bev Richardson to present the Certificates and prizes.  
 
OPEN Winners: Ipswich IBA Diane and Ron Knight 
 Runners-Up: Callide Valley IBA Jenny and Robin Cruikshank 
 
CONSOLATION Winners: Toowoomba IBA Errol and Justin Weir 
 Runners-Up: Redcliffe IBA Frances and Nelson Thomas 
 
 
President Carmel announced that we had received a bonus with our Cadbury Chocolate order, 
in the form of a 4.5kg Toblerone.   We are raffling it, tickets are $1 each and will be drawn at the 

 
 
Correspondence 
 
Inward Items:   
1.  VIBBA letter via AIBBC 
Victoria Indoor Bias Bowls Association has sent in a letter for discussion at the AIBBC AGM. 
They have requested that the $7000 currently being distributed to the states for the running of 
the National Titles be increased by CPI each year, as Nationals are quite expensive to run. 
Jason Moore asked if player fees would rise?  Robin Cruikshank responded that if anything 
went up it would be the States affiliation fee. 
Jason Moore moved that we vote the States affiliation payment remain the same, at $7000, 
seconded Robin Cruikshank.    Motion Carried 
 
2.   Nomination forms received from AIBBC  
AIBBC Secretary John Norton was instructed by Australian President Leith Harvey to send out 
nomination forms for various positions (team manager, team coach, team selector, players).  Of 
these forms only the Team Manager form is valid, as the others have not been through a COM 
meeting and have not been approved. 
 
OUTWARD 
1.  Independent Clubs 
Nelson Thomas asked what the difference was between the 2 Caboolture clubs.   
The two are Caboolture Indoor Bowls Club and Caboolture Bowls Club, they are separate clubs, 
both having existed for some years. 
Nelson also asked if the letters sent to them regarding the options for affiliation could be read 
out.  President Carmel read the letter.  Nelson commented that they were very thorough. 
 
2.  South Australia and Victoria Indoor Bowls Associations  
Queensland asked South Australia if they had a spare Junior Girl available for us for the 
National Titles.  SA was unable to assist us, so we then asked Victoria.  Victoria has said they 
should be able to assist, their team trials had not been conducted at the time of 
correspondence, and they would let us know.   
(NOTE: Since the meeting Victoria has confirmed that they can supply a Junior, Cindy Brodie) 
 
1.  Additional nominations for State Team 
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One additional nomination has been received from Kevin Mooney, a former NSW state team 
player.  The selectors will meet at the first compulsory practice 19th/20th July. 
 
Jody Moore moved the inward correspondence be received and the outward endorsed, 
seconded by Robin Cruikshank. Motion Carried. 
 

 
In the absence of the Treasurer, Secretary Janet moved that the 
adopted.  Seconded by Kaylene Weir.   Motion Carried 
 
General Business 
 
1.  Registration of players 
Angus Young, referring to the letter sent to the independent clubs, said that we stated that all 
players must be registered, yet there are a number of clubs and associations who obviously do 
not register all of their players.  This is a very difficult issue to police, as we have to rely on the 
honesty of the clubs and associations to do the right thing. 
 
2.    AIBBC Positions 
We require 4 delegates.  Robin Cruikshank, as our COM member, President Carmel Blyth and 
Secretary Janet Stockel will attend. 
President Carmel asked if anyone else was interested, Daphne Ladlow was nominated by 
David Blyth, seconded Kaylene Weir. Motion Carried 
 
John Norton has nominated for the position of Australian Secretary, moved Jason Moore, 
seconded Robin Cruikshank that Qld submit his nomination. Motion Carried 
 
Robin Cruikshank was nominated for the position of Australian Patron, moved John Norton, 
seconded Jason Moore that Qld submit his nomination. Motion Carried 
 
Robin Cruikshank will attend the Coaching meeting 
John Norton will attend the Umpires meeting 
Nelson Thomas will attend the Selectors meeting 
 
3.   State Team 
Kaylene Weir moved that we submit a motion to drop one division of the state team, and 
introduce 6 bowl pairs and mixed triples instead, seconded Nelson Thomas. 
Robin Cruikshank pointed out that we raised this issue at the AIBBC AGM last year and had 
been outvoted 4-1. The other states all claim to have plenty of players.  Perhaps if the 
sponsorship goes ahead our situation may improve. The motion was voted on, and was carried.
   Motion Carried 
 
4.   State Team 
Kaylene Weir suggested that Qld chose a squad initially, with the actual positions being 
selected later. There was some discussion, this would allow for the squad members to be given 
a letter saying they are in the team if they need it for their employer), and would allow more time 
for those who change their mind or have to withdraw through illness, before the selectors chose 
a team. Timeframes would have to be decided by the selectors. Perhaps the compulsory 
practices could be used as selection trials, with players being moved around to find the best fit. 
Kaylene also suggested that notes be kept on which players play well together, or not, or who 

o refer to. 

will be playing. 
Angus Young asked, if the compulsory practices are used as selection trials, how would the 
selectors be able to play themselves, if they also need to be looking at everyone else?  This 
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also does not allow teams to then be able to play together to get used to each other.   Justin 
Weir suggested that the morning of the first practice be used as a trial, then the team picked 
during lunch, and play in that team in the afternoon.  The selectors did not think there would be 
enough time to select the team in an hour, when it normally takes most of a day.   
 
Kaylene Weir moved that a squad be selected, with a letter to be given to squad members 
saying they are in the team, then positions selected closer to the event, seconded Don Smith. 
 
Jason Moore suggested that this matter be moved as a notice of motion to be placed on the 
agenda for the next meeting so everyone has time to think about it, and adequate timeframes 
can discussed.  It was so decided, and will be added to the November agenda. 
 
5.   Photography 
Angus Young suggested that we send out a notice to all clubs and associations, and also 
announce prior to play at every event, that photos will be taken and if anyone does not want 
their photo taken to please supply a letter or form stating so.   This is also to be on all dodgers.  
It was moved by Angus Young, seconded Jason Moore 
associations, clubs and participants at State run events that photos will be taken and held by 
the Publicity Officer after the events, and if anyone objects, to notify the Publicity Officer via the 

  Motion Carried 
 
6.   Restricted Events, State Titles starting times 
There was some discussion regarding changing the starting times for the restricted events.  
Games Director Ryan Weigand moved that for Restricted Events play start at 12 noon with no 
lunch break, draw to be done at 11.30am.  Seconded Diane Knight. Motion Carried 
 
Games Director Ryan Weigand moved that for Championship Singles events play start at 11am 
if they are played following Friday night play.  Seconded Diane Knight. Motion Carried 
 
7.   Compulsory Practice - Caloundra 
There will be a coaching session prior to the first game on the Saturday, with sessions at 11.00 
and 11.30 am for different teams, then play starting at 12 noon.  On Sunday there will be 
coaching sessions between the two games. 
The team photo will be taken at the second compulsory practice at Nambour. Full playing 
uniforms and blazers will be required on the Saturday. 
8.   Perpetual Trophies 
Several of the consolation singles perpetual trophies are missing.  Glenn Casey said that he 
has the Gents trophy, and it is believed that Vonnie Hughes has the other, as the winners 
subsequent to Vonnie have not received the trophy, however that is to be confirmed. 
Assistant Secretary Annette Dunstan will create a register for all of our trophies, with photos, 
who each trophy is sponsored by, and a list of the yearly winners.  Reminders will also be given 
to return trophies each year. It will have a sign in/out section so we know that trophies have 
been returned. 
 
9.   Membership cards 
The Committee of Management has been discussing membership cards for all registered 
players.  With the proper software, it would be much easier for the Registrar, and the cards 
would also be able to be used at the Sponsors resorts for discounts.  The details still need to be 
discussed, we should have more information for the next meeting.  It was asked if the cards 
could be used for nominations? Probably. 
 
10.   Nominations for State events 
The Committee of Management has been discussing the possibility of later closing dates for 
events, possibly only 1-2 weeks prior.  It was also discussed that players could nominate 
directly instead of through their association secretary, with fees collected at the events.   
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11.   International Test Match 
Robin Cruikshank moved that we re-submit the invoice for the shortfall to the AIBBC prior to the 
AGM, seconded Daphne Ladlow.  Motion Carried 
 
 
12.   Craft for National Titles  
Frances Thomas stated that Kay Marshall was still interested in doing craft goods for the 
National Titles.  Frances Thomas moved that we ask Kay to make craft goods for the National 
Titles, seconded Neville Scholl.  Motion Carried 
It was asked what type of goods would be best, Dulcie Casey suggested souvenirs are best. 
 
Dulcie Casey asked when are we going to start looking for venues for 2018.  We are going to 
wait and see what happens with sponsorship. 
 
Robin Cruikshank thanked the people involved in chasing up the sponsorship, and said he 
hopes it works out. 
 
Ritchie Wallace thanked Caloundra Association for their assistance to Nambour Association in 

venue was unavailable. 
 
There being no further business President Carmel Blyth thanked the Delegates for their 
attendance 
 
The meeting closed at 11.00pm. 
 
 
 
 
 
Janet Stockel Carmel Blyth 
Secretary QIBA Inc President QIBA Inc 
26th July 2014 
 
 
 
 
 
 

========================================== 

Next Delegates Meeting: 
Saturday, 1st November, 2014, approximately 7pm 

To be hosted by Capricornia Association at Yeppoon 

========================================== 
RESTRICTED RINKS 

Nominations close 30 days prior to event (2nd October 2014) 
Names of players to be advised to QIBA Secretary before 16th October 2014 

========================================== 
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Minutes of Committee of Management Meeting 
held at 6 Bauhinia St, Gatton, on Saturday 13th September, 2014 

 
Present:  
Patron Beverley Richardson, President Carmel Blyth, Senior Vice President Daphne Ladlow, 
Junior Vice President Ryan Wiegand, Junior Vice President Justin Weir, Secretary Janet Stockel, 
Publicity Officer Angus Young, Treasurer Roslyn Richter, Assistant Secretary Annette Dunstan 
and Immediate Past President Jason Moore. 
 
 
President Carmel Blyth opened the meeting at 9.00am and welcomed all present and thanked 
them for attending. 
 
Minutes: 
Angus Young moved the minutes from the previous COM meeting (5 July 2014) be accepted as 
read. Seconded Daphne Ladlow. Motion Carried 
 
Business arising from the minutes: 
1.   Sponsorship 
It was asked how the sponsorship proposal was progressing.  President Carmel replied that the 
purchase contracts were still in the hands of the solicitors, nothing can be done until the purchase 
is complete. 
 
2.   Increase in National Titles funding from AIBBC 
At the recent AIBBC AGM it was moved that the funding to the states increase from $7000 to 
$7500 per year. 
 
3.   QIBILO 
The next QIBILO is due at the November meeting.  Angus will be at Toowoomba Carnival next 
weekend and will distribute as many of the remaining current issue as possible, then will post the 
balance. 

Can all associations and independent clubs please advise how many copies 
of QIBILO they actually want to receive, and also if their players/delegates 
are willing to collect their copies at either Restricted or State Title Events.        

 
4.   Prize certificates 
Secretary Janet will organize a quote for the certificates. 
 
5.   Rockhampton Association 
Rockhampton has applied to host the 2015 May State Titles, and advised they can accommodate 
up to 22 mats.  After checking previous draws for the May Titles, unless we have an extra round in 
the singles, 22 mats is insufficient.  We will send a letter to Rockhampton to see if a larger venue 
can be obtained, otherwise suggesting that the October championships may be more suitable. 
 
6.    Trophies 
The Consolation ladies singles trophy is still missing.  The last person known to have definitely 
had possession is Vonnie Hughes.  Treasurer Ros Richter will call Vonnie to see if it can be 
located. 
 
Jason Moore moved the minutes be confirmed as read. Seconded Annette Dunstan.  
 Motion Carried 
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Minutes: 
Jason Moore moved the minutes from the previous Delegates meeting (5 July 2014) be 
accepted as read. Seconded Annette Dunstan. Motion Carried 
 
Business arising from the minutes: 
1.   Henselite Sponsorship 
We have been advised by the AIBBC that the $600 sponsorship from Henselite is paid to AIBBC 
and then included in the $7000 (now $7500) funding received from the AIBBC. 
 
2.   QSport 
Junior Vice President Ryan Wiegand checked with QSport to see if the sponsorship would affect 

 
 
3.   Australian Selectors 
Nomination forms were sent out for the position of Australian Selectors, specifying that there 
would not necessarily be one selected from each State.   This is against the AIBBC constitution, 
and one of the two nominations from Victoria was withdrawn at the AGM. 
 
4.   Junior Honour Boards 
Jason Moore is doing the boards, he has only to add the missing names. 
 
5.   International Test mats 
As of this year, all the Test Match mats will be held at Mounties, Mount Pritchard, Sydney.  The 
practices and Test Matches will also be held there in the future.  
 
6.    November Delegates meeting 
The meeting will be at Yeppoon.  There have been several associations who have stated that it is 
too far to travel and will not be attending, even though QIBA will now pay mileage for delegate 
travel for distances over 450km each way.  The committee found this to be very disappointing 
after all the fuss over getting the travel costs paid.  What do we have to do to get more 
associations to send players/delegates?   
 
As one reason given was that as people get older they are less willing to travel longer distance, 
Junior Vice President Justin Weir suggested that we hold all events in the south, and organise a 
bus to pick up the northern players/delegates, or subside bus or train tickets.  It was suggested 
that we send a letter to Associations asking for their views on this, or other suggestions. 
 
7.   Internet Banking  
We have not as yet set up the internet banking, however will endeavor to do so prior to the 
Delegates meeting. 
 
4.   State Titles  
Ryan noted that for State Title events, where we play on the Friday night (May & October) we 
should have made the Saturday start time 12noon instead of 11am, with no lunch break, the same 
as we made the restricted events.   
 
President Carmel suggested that we could trial the 12noon start and see how it goes.  If it is made 
a permanent change it will need to be changed in the Operational Procedures.  
 
 
Jason Moore moved the minutes be confirmed as read. Seconded Bev Richardson.  
 Motion Carried 
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Correspondence: 
INWARD: 
1.    Spotters in Singles Games 
Kaylene Weir noted that it has been previously moved that the ladies and gents first calls be run 
separately to ensure spotters.   

Excerpt from previous minutes:  JULY 2011 D E L E GAT ES M E E TING 
Jason felt that the recent state title singles ran very well with the trial running of the ladies and 
gents on separate initial calls, as it made sure there were plenty of markers, and did not add 
much time to the day.  It was moved by Carmel Blyth, seconded Michael Anderson that this be 
the format from now on.   Motion Carried. 

 
2.    Ron & Pat Hills 
They asked for some clarification on some rules, as at a recent day of bowls held by Lockyer 
Association there was some confusion as to whether the kitty should be replaced or not on the 
mat if it was knocked off. I advised them of both the Australian and Queensland rules on this point, 
as the email indicated that Queensland rules were being played, although it appears they might be 
playing modified Australian rules.  I also advised that Lockyer Assn should have rule books for 
both games, and that they could also purchase them from us. 
 
3.    Victor Vun 
Victor sent an email asking where he could join an indoor bowling club.  He is in Underwood, so I 
advised him of the details for Brisbane Association. 
 
OUTWARD: 
1.    Your Insurance Brokers 
YIB received a phone call from Evan Hooper from the Uniting Church in Rockhampton.  He had 
been trying to obtain a copy of the Public Liability policy from the local Association, however they 
had sent him the incorrect policy. 
 
2.    SAIBBC 
South Australia had requested our numbers for the Farewell Dinner, I sent them to both Secretary 
Ros Blakeney, and to the Mount Gambier National Titles Committee. 
 
Jason Moore moved that the Inward Correspondence be received and the Outward endorsed, 
seconded Ryan Wiegand. Motion Carried 
 
Treasurers Report:  
Treasurer Ros Richter presented the Treasurers report, and moved it be adopted, seconded 
Daphne Ladlow. Motion Carried  
 
General Business: 
1.    Postage 
The committee discussed the postage for various items.  Some of the packets of Rule Books sent 
out this year cost over $10 in postage, and while some clubs/associations added postage on when 
they paid, some did not.  
From now on postage will be added as an item on the remittance advice sent out. 
 
2.    Draw sheets for State Title events 
Ryan Wiegand asked if there were old copies of draw sheets on any of the other computers, as he 
would be interested in having them.   
 
There was some discussion about the results that we publish on our website.  Some of the files on 
the site at present list only the winners, however comments from various people show that listing 
the open runner-up and the consolation winner and runner-up would be appreciated.   
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Annette Dunstan said there should be a book with all the results listed, she will see if it can be 
located.  Jason commented that the last time he saw it was when he first did up the results to go 
on the website. 
 
3.    Computers  
We are experiencing some issues with the older computers, President Carmel will have a look at 
pricing 4 new computers for Secretary, Assistant Secretary, Registrar and Publicity Officer. 
 
4.    National Titles Reviews 
We discussed the recent National Titles, and the various AIBBC meetings. 
 
4.1 Ros Richter feels we need to play more ends, as we seem to fall apart after 12 ends. Ros 
also suggested that teams should play more together prior to the Titles, and should be taking all 
opportunities offered, such as Boonah and the State Titles.   Jason Moore felt that it was not 
necessarily 12 ends, but the 1½ hour point, as most of our games in Qld are finished in that time. 
 
4.2 Jason Moore noted that the results did not always get put up on the AIBBC website or 
facebook every night, and felt that this should be done every night for those trying to follow the 
events from home. 
 
4.3 It was suggested that we send a letter of disappointment regarding the timeframes in which 
results were put up on the website and facebook.  We see no reason why the results should not 
be up within an hour of finish of play every day.  We would also like to see the results of the pre-
tournament day put up. 
 
4.4 Our main problem is not having enough players nominating for the team.  We need to be 

 
 
4.5 ng heads, but that is 
hard to teach, it comes with experience.  It is also difficult to learn the strengths and weaknesses 
of your teammates if you are placed with someone you have not played with before. 
 
4.6 Annette Dunstan said that her daughter Anita Brown is interested in being Team Manager 
next year provided she can get the time off. 
 
4.7 President Carmel congratulated our medal winners: 

Haydn Weir  gold medal, Junior Boys, for the second year, an awesome effort. 
Hannah Dunstan  silver medal, Junior Girls 
Angus Young - bronze medal, Gents Singles 

 
4.8 It was also requested that we send a letter to the AIBBC requesting that the Markers be 
neutral, and that a roster always be done for the Markers, and that there be no conflict of interest 
with the players involved in the game.  This year, it appeared the markers were just going up and 
collecting a card for the game they wanted to mark, and often they were collecting a card for their 
own state. 
 
It was reported to us that a marker on one of our Junior games was heard to have made an 
inappropriate comment to the opposition player, who was from their own state, at the start of a 
game. While it was apparently not meant to be heard by our player, it was.  This was 
unacceptable behavior from a person who should be neutral. 
 
4.9 President Carmel Blyth asked why some people were still wearing the old warm-up jacket 
since it has been superceded by the spray jacket.   Some people feel the cold more than others, 
and the old jacket is woolen and very warm.  Secretary Janet commented that the old jacket could 
be considered to be a maroon cardigan, which is allowed. 
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It was also noted that some players were wearing black socks, which is not part of our team 
uniform.  Only white socks or sockettes, or pantyhose are allowed. 
 
4.10 Patron Bev Richardson commented that players should not have to be at the venue at 8am 

  The Tasmanians had 2 bus loads, the early 
start and the second start, and the same at the end of the day.  
 
4.11 Team meetings need to be scheduled at the second compulsory practice. 
 
4.12 The pace of the carpets varied quite a bit, not just from end to end, but also from side to 
side, with many carpets not having much of a finish.    
The floors did not seem to have been properly cleaned prior to carpets being placed, as Ryan 
noted that on one day he and his opponent checked under the carpet and found a piece of plaster 
under the carpet.  Angus thought many of the carpets were new, as they seemed to get better as 
the week went on. 
Angus Young said that he had been speaking with one of the Victorians, who said that next year 
all of the carpets should be different, and that they will be rolling all of them out in the venue for 
testing, and that Warrnambool will be holding a Mixed Fours Tournament the week prior to the 
Nationals.  
 
4.13 There was some discussion that there is no prize money/item any more, or even the 
pennants.  There seems to be no prestige left to encourage players to participate.  The badge is 
worth approximately $50, plus a framed certificate.  It seems that the other states were having 
difficulty in getting enough sponsorship to cover prize money, which is why it was voted out 2 
years ago.  The cost of hiring a playing venue is increasing every year, which also does not help. 
 
We feel that the AIBBC should be trying to source a National Sponsor for the Championships, on 
a 5 year deal.  Ros Richter suggested that a Brewery could be approached, however it was noted 
that Juniors cannot have alcohol related logos on their shirts.  An alternative would be one of the 
soft-drink companies.  The trouble at this time is that we do not have a lot to offer a major 
sponsor. 
The next alternative is that we are not maximizing our income from the Nationals.  Tasmania ran 
the bar and all the food, and they reportedly made enough money to purchase all of the carpets. 
To do that we need sufficient non-playing volunteers to run those areas, as players 
the time to take shifts in the bar and canteen areas. 
 
4.14   COACHING REPORT  24-8-2014 
Robin Cruikshank was our representative on the Coaching Panel.   
There was no meeting as 2 state coaches were tied up with the umpires meeting and the other 2 
states did not send a representative.  Robin spent the time updating the coaching course. 
Robin really appreciated that he has the support of his fellow coaches in Queensland. 
 
It was queried why 2 states has the same people on both the Coaching and Umpires panels when 
they know they meet at the same time?  
 
4.15    Report:  AIBBC COM meeting 23-8-2014 
Robin Cruikshank submitted a report on the AIBBC COM meeting, Saturday 23rd August 2014. 
 
Robin was elected chairman of the committee. 
-‐ A defibrillator will not be purchased by AIBBC.  Each State hosting the national titles to make 

sure that a defibrillator is available at the venue.  
-‐ Venues for the next 3 years, 2015 Warrnambool VIC, 2016 Shellharbour NSW, 2017 either 

Launceston or Devonport, TAS. 
-‐ Letter of appreciation to Max Wines for the Reserves trophy. 
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-‐ Past Executive Trophy forms and cup to be upgraded. 
-‐ Tasmania is not joining the AIBBC website.  Cost to other states $500.   
-‐ 2013 international test match (Queensland)  the account received from Queensland was not 

itemised and as it is too long since running the international match, AIBBC is not going to help 
with the shortfall. 

-‐ Closing dates for fees  between 1st and 15th July each year. 
-‐ Notices of motion to be 60 days prior to AGM 
-‐ That the names of each state team to be in the hands of the AIBBC secretary by 21st July each 

year. 
-‐ That the AIBBC team manager for the test team travel to NZ before the end November to book 

accommodation and transport.  Team manager to keep a check on these arrangements so that 
nothing changes and to keep the AIBBC secretary informed. 

-‐ Test team of 14 players plus officials (TM, Assistant TM, & 1 Umpire) have a budget of $15000. 
-‐ Law books to be on sale at the national titles. 
-‐ Registration fees per state to rise by $200 to $3200.  This will make $16000.  $7500 to go to 

host state, balance of $8500 to go into general funds.  
-‐ Recommendation to AGM  that host state of the national titles provide a statement of income 

and expenditure. 
-‐ Recommendation to AGM  that a markers certificate be implemented and overseen by the 

Umpires Board. 
-‐ Tasmania did not receive the agenda in time so the notices of motion from Queensland can be 

discussed but not voted on. 
 

 Defibrillator - we will check to see if it is possible to hire one, and if so, the cost. 
 AIBBC Website - Qld already has a website, do we want to be on the AIBBC one also? The 

 
 We believe that the details of the Test Match shortfall were presented by Robin Cruikshank 

at the AIBBC COM meeting last year, we will check into this, and if this is the case, we will 
re-submit the account with supporting evidence of previous submission. 

 Notice of Motion for AIBBC will close before our July delegates meeting, so any motions we 
want to put in will have to be either formulated by the Committee of Management or 
submitted by other individuals/associations in time for our June COM meeting, and then 
either ratified by the delegates at the July meeting, or withdrawn.  

 Supplying statement of Income and Expenditure  this is internal State business, why 
should the AIBBC get a copy? 

 Qld did Markers Certificates in Rockhampton in 2008, nice to see the AIBBC finally getting 
on board. 

 Qld notices of motion  Tasmania claims to have not received them in time, but would  
that also mean that any other notices of motion were not received in time?  So why were 
the Queensland motions the only ones not voted on? 

 
4.16  ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING REPORT 24-8-2014 
The items listed above were discussed.  The President did not allow time for discussion on a lot of 
items or motions.  It was bought up for discussion that the test team have a coach/skills officer.  
Other high profile sports have coaches to help them along. 
 
The Qld Committee discussed the brevity of the AIBBC AGM this year.  We feel that it was 
conducted with undue hast and with time to have thought about the reason for the striking of our 
submitted motions, we have concluded that if our motions were not received in the correct 
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timeframe, then the other motions on the agenda must also not have been received in time.  The 
AIBBC Constitution states the following: 
 

26. NOTICE 
1. Except if the nature of the business proposed to be dealt with at a General Meeting requires 
a special resolution of the AIBBC , the National Secretary must, at least fourteen (14) days before 
the date fixed for the holding of a General Meeting, give a notice to each Member Authority 
specifying the place, date and time of the meeting and the nature of the business proposed to be 
transacted at the meeting. 

2. If the nature of the business proposed to be dealt with at a general meeting requires a 
special resolution of the AIBBC , the National Secretary must at least twenty-one (21) days before 
the date fixed for the holding of the general meeting, cause notice to be given to each Member 
Authority specifying, in addition to the matter required under clause (1) the intention to propose 
the resolution as a special resolution. 

After some discussion, the committee decided to send a letter to the AIBBC protesting the 
dismissal of our notices of motion and not the others, as even though the agenda must be sent out 
14 days prior, the notices of motion must be sent out 21 days prior to the meeting, as specified in 
the AIBBC Constitution.  Qld received the agenda on 4th August, only 20 days prior to the meeting, 
and John Norton (AIBBC Secretary confirmed that Tasmania also received theirs on the 4th. 
We also discussed the fact that anything discussed at the COM meeting on the Saturday or 
Sunday and agreed to by the COM members, is not able to be discussed by the states prior to 
those decisions being presented at the AGM unless the COM member meets with their State 
committee before the AGM to brief them. 
 
According to their Constitution, the AIBBC COM must meet 3 times a year, and this is achieved by 
one meeting on the Saturday and one on the Sunday prior to the AGM, plus one other meeting 
throughout the year.  The last meeting was in December.   
The AIBBC is incorporated in New South Wales, and the NSW Incorporation Act says An 

 
The committee does not feel that it is good governance to meet so irregularly, and will recommend 
to the delegates that we submit a notice of motion to the AIBBC that their COM meetings must be 
every 4 months.  
 
We discussed if we should recommend that the AIBBC submit to a Governance Review, to see if 
they are actually operating correctly. 
 
Standing Orders were called at 12.10pm, moved by Annette Dunstan, seconded Daphne Ladlow. 
   Motion Carried 
Standing Orders were resumed at 12.45pm, moved Annette Dunstan, seconded Janet Stockel. 
  Motion Carried 
 
4.17    Team Managers Report 
Jenny Cruikshank sent a preliminary Team Managers report. There was some discussion on 
various aspects.  We also need to re-look at the Team Managers Criteria.  Should the Team 
Manager be one of the Selectors? 
 
4.17    Team Dinner 
President Carmel noted that it was a very nice evening, and requested that we send a Certificate 
of Appreciation to the Mount Gambier Bowls Club.   
Angus Young queried the venues in recent years, noting that in the past we have been to better 
quality venues.  Annette Dunstan replied that after the first couple of dinners that were arranged 
by Previous Publicity Officer Marianne Jenner, we swapped to the Bowls Clubs so that we could 
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have the venue to ourselves, as in the larger venues it is much noisier with other people around, 
making it difficult to do our various speeches, and sometimes we would find that our reserved 
tables had been appropriated by others.   The smaller venues allow us more flexibility for the 
evening, and there is a much nicer atmosphere. 
The lucky numbers were quite successful and the committee decided that we would do it again 
next year, however we would not purchase beer again, but have more chocolates and lollies. 
 
4.18    Carpet Draw 
Angus Young queried the Carpet Draw for the National Titles.  The carpets are numbered for the 
Pre-tournament day, and then at the conclusion of presentation at the end of the day there should 
be a carpet draw to determine which carpet will be designated as No.1. 
This year the carpet draw was done at the Team Managers meeting on the Sunday morning, and 
with carpet 1 being drawn. 
Jason Moore thought that the Pre-tournament carpets must run anti-clockwise, and the 
Championship carpets clockwise from the carpet designated as No.1. 
 
4.19    Umpires Meeting Report 
Rex Harris (Victoria) was elected chairman of the committee. 
-‐ A second run of the Law Books has been completed and will be available during the Nationals. 
-‐ Recommendation from the Umpires Board that both feet be behind the carpet at point of 

delivery, not up the side of the carpet. 
-‐ That a Markers Induction Course be carried out to train markers. 
-‐ In the event of an emergency, it is the duty of the Umpire in control of the carpet to stop play, 

also to stop play on neighbouring carpets to clear the way for the medical team. 
 

 There was a quite lengthy session on the Sunday morning for markers and umpires. 
 As usual, insufficient numbers of umpires means that many infringements go unnoticed. 

 
5.    lth & Lifestyle Expo 
President Carmel received an email from a Lifestyle Expo asking if we wanted to have a Bowls 
Demonstration at their expo, no charge, Saturday 1st November, Acacia Ridge.  Unfortunately this 
clashes with the Restricted Rinks event, which precludes any of the committee, however Jason 
Moore said he would see if anyone from Brisbane would be interested in participating.  If we can 
get anyone to go, we could make up a list of the associations and clubs on our letterhead and 
staple them into the brochures from Henselite.         
 
6.    Grassroots Club Engagement Strategy 
Sports & Recreation has told us we must have a Grassroots Club Engagement Strategy in place, 
and emailed us a sample document to follow, which we have completed and will return. 
 
6.1    Member Protection Information Officer (MPIO) 
Part of the Grassroots Strategy is a requirement for a MPIO.  Extract from the Ausport website:   
A Member Protection Information Officer (MPIO) is responsible for providing information about a 

concern. They can also provide information and advice to sport administrators and complaint 
handlers with regard to the Member Protection Policy of that sport. MPIOs are generally impartial; 
they do not mediate or investigate complaints. They may reside in a club, the state association or 
a National Sporting Organisation (NSO). They can also be freelance (not linked directly to sport).  
There was some discussion as to whether the MPIO should be on the disputes committee. 
Ryan Wiegand is going to be doing this course for his work, and is willing to be ours also once he 
has completed the course.  We can try and promote the position for all of our associations and 
clubs, but it will be an internal decision for them. 
We will also need to download a template for a member protection policy to customise for QIBA. 
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7.    Coaching Clinic 
For our funding we need to hold a coaching clinic this year if we can, otherwise we may have to 
return some of the funding.   
President Carmel suggested that there are a number of people at Caloundra interested, and 
perhaps we could hold one there before the end of the year.   Some of the Coaches will not be 
able to be there, but if we could have other people there to assist the Coaches, that will make 
things easier for the Coaches. 
Carmel suggested dates of 22nd & 23rd November.   We will get a notice out with the minutes. 
There was also some discussion on possibly purchasing video cameras and a digital projector as 
aids for coaching. 
 
8.    Draw for State Titles 
There was some discussion about the number of times we randomise the draw from 3 back to 1, 
as it seems that after 3 randomisations sometimes people ending up playing people from the 
same association, as the more times you do it, the higher the chance is of it happening like that. 
Moved by Ryan Wiegand that we do only 1 random draw, seconded Ros Richter. Motion Carried. 
 
9.    Hall of Fame 
Junior Vice President Justin Weir put forward an proposal he had put together for a Awards 
Evening, something like other sports have, with a few prestigious awards, and acknowledgements 
to those who have attains high achievements in the past year.   
 
There being no further business, the meeting closed at 3.50pm. 
 
 
 
 
Janet Stockel Carmel Blyth 
Secretary QIBA Inc President QIBA Inc 
27th September, 2014  
 
 

============================================ 
Vale 

Michael (Mick) Hughes - Chinchilla 

============================================ 
Next Delegates Meeting: 

Saturday, 1st November, 2014, approximately 7pm 
To be hosted by Capricornia Association, at Yeppoon 

============================================ 
RESTRICTED RINKS 

To be hosted by Capricornia Association, at Yeppoon 
Nominations close 30 days prior to event (2nd October 2014) 

Names of players to be advised to QIBA Secretary before 17th October 
============================================ 
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Minutes of Committee of Management Meeting 
hosted by Capricornia Indoor Bowls Association at 

Rockhampton Indoor Bowls Hall, Kent St, Rockhampton,  
on Saturday 1st November, 2014 

 
Present:  
President Carmel Blyth, Senior Vice President Daphne Ladlow, Junior Vice President Ryan 
Wiegand, Junior Vice President Justin Weir, Secretary Janet Stockel, Publicity Officer Angus 
Young, Treasurer Roslyn Richter, Assistant Secretary Annette Dunstan  
Apologies:  Patron Beverley Richardson 
 
President Carmel Blyth opened the meeting at 8.55 am and welcomed all present. 
 
Minutes: COM meeting (13 September 2014 
Annette Dunstan moved the minutes from the previous be accepted as read. Seconded Ros 
Richter. Motion Carried 
 
Business arising from the minutes: 
1.    Trophies 
Treasurer Ros Richter has spoken with Vonnie Hughes, and the Consolation Ladies Singles 
trophy has been located.  Vonnie will get it to Toowoomba. 
 
2.   Internet Banking  
We have set up the internet banking.  For any association or club wishing to deposit payments 
directly to our account, the details are:   Bank of Queensland, bsb 124-084, account 2204 6578. 
Please include a reference so we can identify your payment, for example, your Association name, 
and then forward a remittance advice to QIBA with full details. 
 
3.   Prize certificates 
We have obtained a number of quotes for the certificates.  President Carmel will follow up on 
some details. 
 
4.   Rockhampton Association 
Some time ago Rockhampton applied to host the 2015 May State Titles, advising they can 
accommodate up to 22 mats.  After checking previous draws for the May Titles, 22 mats is 
insufficient.  We sent a letter to Rockhampton to see if a larger venue could be obtained, 
otherwise suggesting that the October championships may be more suitable.  They have replied 
that they are not willing to hire a larger hall, but are definitely interested in holding the October 
event.  We will put it to the delegates at tonights meetings. 
There was some discussion on getting northern Associations to travel for State Titles in the south, 
possibly by subsidizing bus transport.  This will be discussed further in General Business. 
 
5.   Delegates meeting 
Due to unforeseen circumstances, the venue was changed from the Yeppoon Indoor Bowls Club 
hall to the Rockhampton Indoor Bowls Association hall.  We thank the Rockhampton Association 
for making their hall available. 
 
6.   Computers 
President Carmel Blyth got quotes on 2 types of laptops, we will put them to the delegates at 
tonights meeting. 
 
7.   Liaison Officer report 
George Napper sent in a report from the National Titles.   
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He said there was some concern amongst players that the old warm-up jacket is still being worn.  
There are some differing views, it could be said to be a maroon cardigan, but some people felt 
that the stripes eliminate it. 
If the sponsorship comes through, then it may not matter, as it is anticipated that there will be a 
new uniform shirt and sprayjacket, and possibly a sleeveless vest also.  Both the jacket and vest 
would have a heavier lining than the current jacket.  Long sleeve shirts could also be ordered. 
 
8  
We were unable to get anyone at attend the Lifestyle Expo asking if we wanted to have a Bowls 
Demonstration at their expo on our behalf.  It was unfortunate that it clashed with our Restricted 
Rinks and delegates meeting date.  President Carmel emailed them to let them know we could not 
be there, but to keep us in mind for the future. 
 
9.    Coaching Clinic 
We have set the dates of 22nd & 23rd November for the clinic.  It will be held at Caloundra. 
 
10.   Advertising 
Publicity Officer Angus Young contacted the Qld Bowler magazine to enquire about advertising 
rates and deadlines. 
 
11.   Victor Vun 
We have had no further contact from Victor.  We will send an email to inquire if the information 
supplied was suitable or if he requires further assistance.  For future enquiries we will follow up on 
contacts within 3 months. 
 
Ros Richter moved the minutes be confirmed as read. Seconded Daphne Ladlow.  
 Motion Carried 
Correspondence: 
INWARD: 
1.    Ipswich IBA 
Unfortunately Ipswich Association had to withdraw their team from the Restricted event due to 
one of the players pulling out, and not being able to get another player.  They have sent a letter 
with their voting for the Notices of Motion. 
 
OUTWARD: 
1.    Mark McArdle 
It was asked if we had sent a letter of thanks to Mark McArdle thanking him for opening the 
October Titles for us.  He has been a frequent supporter of our events in Caloundra.  We will send 
a letter. 
 
2.    AIBBC 
We sent several letters to the AIBBC expressing our disappointment at the running of the AGM, 
the behavior of some singles markers, and the irregularity of results being posted on the website 
and facebook. 
 
2.    Certificate of appreciation  Mt Gambier Bowls club 
Secretary Janet to check that she has sent the certificate. 
 
Janet Stockel moved that the Inward Correspondence be received and the Outward endorsed, 
seconded Justin Weir. Motion Carried 
 
Treasurers Report:  
Treasurer Ros Richter presented the Treasurers report, and moved it be adopted, seconded 
Daphne Ladlow.  
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1.    Hall hire for state titles 
is up 

to the various venues as to what they charge. 
 
2.    Outstanding cheques 
There are a number of our cheques still unbanked by the recipients.  Ros will contact them. 
 . Carried 
General Business: 
 
3.    Subsidy proposal for State Title players 
Junior Vice President Justin Weir presented a proposal to be sent out to the Associations for 
consideration.  In order to encourage more people to attend State Title events, Justin is proposing 
that we look at subsidising travel for Northern players to come south for events.  The same 
scheme could also be applied to players from western Queensland. 
Our preferred option is Option 2  hiring a bus and collecting players along the way. 
 
7.    State title nomination 
After some discussion, Ros Richter moved a recommendation we reduce the closing date to 2 
weeks prior to events. 
Ros Richter also moved a recommendation that when the draw is complete it be emailed/mailed 
out. 
 
There being no further business, the meeting closed at 11.05 
 
 
 
 
Janet Stockel Carmel Blyth 
Secretary QIBA Inc President QIBA Inc 
7th November, 2014  
================================================ 

Next Committee Meeting 
Sunday ,11th January, 2015 

At the Coachhouse Café, 65 Cressbrook Street, Toogoolawah 
================================================ 

RESTRICTED SINGLES 
Saturday, 7th February 2015 

To be hosted by Pittworth Association, at Pittsworth Show Pavillion 
Nominations close 30 days prior to event (8th January 2015) 

Names of players to be advised to QIBA Secretary before 15th January 
================================================ 

AGM & Delegates Meeting: 
Saturday, 7th February 2015, approximately 7pm 

To be hosted by Pittworth Association, at Pittsworth Show Pavillion 
================================================ 

5 Game Day  Sunday 8th February 2015 
To be hosted by Pittworth Association, at Pittsworth Show Pavillion 
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Minutes of Delegates Meeting 
hosted by Capricornia Indoor Bowls Association at the 

Rockhampton Indoor Bowls Hall, Kent St, Rockhampton,  
on Saturday 1st November, 2014 

 
President Carmel Blyth opened the meeting at 7.05pm, welcoming everyone to Rockhampton, 
and advised that the meeting will be recorded, and requested that everyone stand when they 
are speaking, and if possible to use the microphone. 
 
Apologies: Patron Bev Richardson 
  
As one of the teams was not staying for the meeting, President Carmel announced we would be 
doing the presentation for the Restricted Rinks.  Games Director Ryan Wiegand also presented 
several trophies that has not been able to be presented at the recent State Titles:   

 Open  Singles  Errol Weir 
 Brisbane Shield  Caloundra Association 

 
Ryan then announced the Winners and asked Senior Vice President Daphne Ladlow to present 
the Certificates and prizes.  
 
OPEN Winners: Toowoomba IBA Kaylene, Errol and Justin Weir, 
   & Angus Young 
 
 Runners-Up: Rockhampton IBA Janice Hoare, Glen Driscoll,  
   Joyce Crane and Earl Rowland 
 
CONSOLATION Winners: Capricornia IBA Larni Stretton, Keith Lindley, 
   Barbara and Patrick McHugh 
 
 Runners-Up: Callide Valley IBA Daphne Devantier, Neville Toon, 
   Dawn McDonald & Adrian Richardson 
 
Angus Young thanked Capricornia Association for host today, Rockhampton Association for 
making their hall available at such short notice, his fellow team members and opponents, and 
everyone who came today,  
Games Director Ryan congratulated everyone and handed back to President Carmel, who then 
asked Senior Vice President Daphne Ladlow to read the attendance book for the Committee of 
Management and Delegates. 
 
Voting Power (excluding notices of motion) 
 Committee of Management   8 

Delegates  21 
Proxies  2 
                                           Total: 31 

 
Proxy votes were received from Brisbane, Caloundra, Ipswich, and Redcliffe associations.  
Brisbane and Ipswich votes are for notices of motion only, making the voting power as follows: 
Voting Power (for notice of motion only) 
 Committee of Management   8 

Delegates  21 
Proxies  8 
                                           Total: 37 

 
David Blyth moved that the Committee could remove their blazers and ties, seconded Lois 
Norton.   Motion Carried 
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Confirmation of Minutes 
Previous minutes (COM Meeting, 5th July, 2014) 
Janet Stockel moved the minutes from the Committee of Management meeting on the 6th July 
be taken as read. Seconded by Annette Dunstan  Motion Carried 
  
Business arising from the minutes: 
 
1.   Kooralbyn Valley Resort 
The purchase contracts are still in the hands of the solicitors, but they are still keen to sponsor 
us.  Angus Young moved the minutes be confirmed as read seconded Millie Hughes.  
   Motion Carried. 
 
Previous minutes (Delegates Meeting, 5th July, 2014) 
Neville Scholl moved the minutes from the Delegates meeting on the 5th July be taken as read, 
seconded by David Blyth  Motion Carried. 
 
Business arising from the minutes: 
1.   Rockhampton Association 
The committee has corresponded further with Rockhampton Association regarding how many 
mats are required for the state titles.  Rockhampton cannot put down enough mats for the 
Winter Championships in May, and they do not wish to have to hire a bigger hall. 
We used 27 mats in October for the Singles, but could manage with 22 if there was an extra 
round.  This will be added to the Agenda for the AGM. 
 
2.   Electronic Banking 
The electronic banking has been organised, for those associations interested in being able to 
make payments directly into our account, see the Treasurers Report on page 4 for the details. 
  
3.   State Team  reducing size 
Kaylene Weir had moved a motion to be sent to the AIBBC regarding reducing the size of the 
state team, but adding several additional events, and wanted to know the result.  Our motions 
were dismissed by the AIBBC on the basis of a claim by Tasmania that they did not receive 
them in time. 
 
4.   Membership cards 
John Norton asked if the membership cards were going to be dependent on the sponsorship 
happening, or if we would be proceeding with them regardless.  He said that cards would make 
it much easier for people to be able to put their nominations in directly, then paying green fees 
at the event, as sometimes the closing date for nominations set by their own association (up to 
a month prior to the QIBA closing date) can pass before they are able to finalise their team, 
particularly if they are making up their team with members of another association.   
 
The current QIBA By-laws (3.4) state ged through affiliated 
Associati . 
 
Further discussion was held over to General Business, as the committee has a recommendation 
on this subject (see page 6. No.6) 
 
Millie Hughes moved that the minutes be confirmed as read, seconded by Noela Yarrow. 
   Motion Carried. 
Previous minutes (Committee of Management Meeting held 13th September, 2014) 
Angus Young moved the minutes from the Committee of Management meeting on the 13th 
September be taken as read, seconded by Ros Richter.   Motion Carried. 
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Business arising from the minutes: 
No business arising. 
Millie Hughes moved that the minutes be confirmed as read, seconded by Bob Falkenhagen.  

   Motion Carried. 
Correspondence 
INWARD   
1.  Team Managers Report 
 (Report enclosed with Minutes) 

Cruikshank in her absence.  
Jenny started by saying that she could just write 3 of our Singles players had won medals, but 
then made some observations about the team and her experiences as Team Manager this year 
and previously. She also gave advice to the State organisers. 
There was lengthy discussion on the Team Manager  
Some comments included: 

 No naming of our three singles medal winners 
 No mention of six Queensland players selected for the Australian squad for 2015 
 There was consensus that the 2014 Team Dinner was one of the best we have had. 

Most enjoyed the entertainment and took it in the spirit it was intended. No malice was 
intended in the books given. 

 Though it is a volunteer job they seem to want to be paid in power and want to make 
 

 So many times we are in the negative before we even leave for the Nationals - 
 

 
decisions. 
 
Some other comments on Team changes and differences were also made but were not 
relevant  

Neville Scholl said that the last minute change made to his team had been quite frustrating, and 
he does not see why the reserve was not placed in the vacancy in the triples rather than 
disrupting his team yet again.  Errol Weir replied that the selectors had chosen to keep the 
triples team strong. 

 

2.   AIBBC COM report 
Robin Cruikshank had submitted a report from the COM meeting, which President Carmel read 
out.  Ryan Wiegand asked how the Assistant Team Manager was selected.  It was left to David 
Speechley (Team Manager) to select someone compatible he could work with.   
 
It was asked why it was not a nominated position, the same a Team Manager, saying that there 
may have been people interested in the position who were not even considered. 
Angus Young said he had spoken to David Speechley at the Farewell Dinner, and said that as 
the Assistant Team Manager needs to be in harmony with the Team Manager, then having 
nominations is not necessarily the best option. 
Errol Weir moved that we send a letter to the AIBBC asking why the Assistant Team Manager is 
not a nominated position, available to any person who may be interested. Seconded by Neville 
Scholl.      Motion Carried 
 
Errol Weir asked how the AIBBC could ask for the financial records for the National Titles from 
each State? It is up to each state how they run the event, and therefore how much profit they do 

 It is  how each state went with the event. 
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3.   Liaison Officer Report 
George Napper submitted a report as Liaison Officer for the State Team, which President 
Carmel read aloud in his absence.  There was some discussion about the old warm-up jacket, 
and the fact that some team members continue to wear it with the new uniform components.   
It has never been moved at a meeting that it cannot be worn.  At one compulsory practice, it 
was stated that it can only be worn whilst playing, and that when play has finished the spray 
jacket must be put on to cover it. 
Angus Young commented that as we are not a professional team, and do not fully pay for our 
team, we cannot expect to penalize team members for minor infringements. 

 
President Carmel commented that when the sponsorship deal comes through, there will be a 
new uniform, perhaps the issue could be dealt with then, hopefully at the AGM. 
 
OUTWARD 
Daphne Ladlow moved the inward correspondence be received and the outward endorsed, 
seconded by Neville Scholl. Motion Carried. 
 

 
Treasurer Ros Richter moved that the by Daphne 
Ladlow.  
 
Business arising: 
1.   Electronic Banking 
The electronic banking has been organised, for those associations interested in being able to 
make payments directly into our account, the details are: 

Bank of Queensland, bsb 124-084, account 2204 6578 
Please include a reference so we can identify your payment, for example, your Association 
name (abbreviated) and the item, then forward a remittance advice to QIBA with full details. 
 
2.   Outstanding cheques 
There are a number of outstanding cheques, Ros will follow up on them to see if they have been 
misplaced.   Motion Carried 
 
John Norton moved Standing Orders at 8.45pm. Seconded Annette Dunstan. Motion Carried.  
 
During a supper provided by Capricornia Indoor Bowls Association, President Carmel Blyth 
presented Capricornia President Larni Stretton with a cheque to help defray the costs of hosting 
the Restricted Rinks.  
 
Standing orders were resumed at 9.00pm, moved Daphne Ladlow, seconded by Annette 
Dunstan. Motion Carried. 
 
Notices of Motion 
1.  NOTICE OF MOTION from Strategic Planning Workshop 

George Napper moved that the October State Titles be played on the long weekend. 
Seconded Nelson Thomas. 

Neville Scholl stated that he thought it was a good idea. 
Angus Young spoke against the motion, saying that many people want to watch the football 
grand finals on that weekend, and will we lose members if we move the weekend? 
After some discussion, John Norton moved/seconded Neville Scholl that the motion be held 
over to the AGM when there will be more associations in attendance.           Motion Carried 
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2.    NOTICE OF MOTION from July Delegates Meeting 
Kaylene Weir moved that a squad be selected, with a letter to be given to squad members 
saying they are in the team, then positions selected closer to the event, seconded Don 
Smith. 

Kaylene spoke for the motion.  With the withdrawals that have happened over the last few 
years, it would be easier for the Selectors to be able to select later, instead of having to meet 
every time there is a withdrawal from the team. 
 
Scrutineers were appointed:   Joy Scholl, Daphne Devantier, and Dell McCormack. 
The motion was put to a vote, and was carried (yes 29/no 8) Motion Carried. 
 
3.  RECOMENDATION from the Committee of Management 

According to their Constitution, the AIBBC COM must meet 3 times a year, and this is 
currently achieved by one meeting on the Saturday and one on the Sunday immediately 
prior to the AGM, plus one other meeting throughout the year.  The last meeting was in 
December, making the meetings 6 months apart. 
The AIBBC is incorporated in New South Wales, and the NSW Incorporation Act says An 

requires . 
The committee does not feel that it is good governance to meet so irregularly, and will 
recommend to the delegates that we submit a notice of motion to the AIBBC that their 
COM meetings must be every 4 months. 

 
After some discussion, 

  Motion Carried.   
 
Adrian Richardson moved the ballot papers be destroyed, seconded Marj Noy. Motion Carried. 
 
AIBBC Minutes 
The minutes from the August AIBBC Committee meetings and the AGM were only received this 
week, and we were unable to get them out to everyone in time for them to be discussed at this 
meeting. They will be sent out with these minutes, and will be discussed at the AGM in 
February. 
 
General Business 
1.  State team selection 
Errol Weir moved/seconded Neville Scholl, that the state team positions be selected by the 3rd 
weekend in June. Motion Carried. 
 
2.    Computers 
President Carmel obtained quotes for some new computers - Asus laptops @ $832 each.  
Carmel said that the computer shop had indicated that there was some room to move on the 
price, and will negotiate as best she can.  John Norton queried the problems with the current 
laptops. Each executive stated the problems encountered. 
John Norton moved/seconded Millie Hughes, that we purchase 4 new laptops for the Secretary, 
Assistant Secretary, Registrar and Publicity Officer. Motion Carried 
 
3.   National Titles, 2015, Warrnambool (VIC) 
John Norton said that Rex Harris, who lives at Warrnambool, has offered his assistance if we 
need it to locate and book a venue for the team dinner, and also accommodation. 
 
4.   National Titles, 2014, Mount Gambier SA 
John Norton stated that the venue at Mount Gambier did not have very good internet service, 
and Rex Harris had not been able to put the results up on the website and facebook until after 
he got back to his accommodation later in the evening. 
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Due to this problem, the AIBBC will now require venues to have reasonable internet reception 
so that results can be put up in a timely fashion. 
 
There wa
the Championships.  It was moved by Kaylene Weir/seconded Bob Falkenhagen, that we send 
a notice of motion to the AIBBC that the Publicity Officer send out a copy of all official photos 
every year to the State Secretaries.   Motion Carried. 
 
5.   AIBBC Website 
John Norton said that Rex Harris was after some information from us so that he can put a link 
for us on the AIBBC website.  John will ask Rex to email us with exactly what he is after. 
There was a query on whether or not Queensland would be paying the $500 to be included on 
the AIBBC website.  After some discussion, Ros Richter moved that as we have our own 
website, we not join the AIBBC website, seconded Kaylene Weir Motion Carried. 
 
Kaylene Weir asked exactly what authority Rex Harris held with the AIBBC?  Rex is the 
Chairperson of Umpires, and is the AIBBC webmaster, a position we believe he is paid for. 
 
6.   State Title nominations 
The committee made a recommendation to the delegates that we change the closing date to 2 
weeks prior to events.  This could make it easier for people, particularly if local associations also 
bring their own closing dates back to only a week before the QIBA closing date. 
 
Errol Weir moved that we send this as a notice of motion to the AGM, seconded Lois Norton. 
   Motion Carried. 
7.   State Title draws 
The committee made a recommendation to the delegates that the draw be emailed/mailed out. 
It was so moved by Ros Richter/seconded Bob Falkenhagen. Motion Carried. 
 
8.   Restricted Rinks 
John Norton asked if an association did not have enough players to field a Rinks team, as 

 combine to 
field a single team?   
 

represent them from their officially registered players, they are not for individual nominations. 
Angus Young felt that t  
It was asked if players could be registered through several associations?  This could open the 
possibility of players choosing an association, in order to be able to play a restricted event, if for 
instance they lost a playoff for their main association. 
 
It was suggested that the rinks could be changed to triples to make it easier for associations be 
able to field a team, as this would have made a difference to at least 3 associations at this 
event.  Junior Vice President stated that he believed people were refusing to come because of 
the distance.  
 
After some discussion, it was moved by Marj Noy/seconded Janet Stockel that a motion be sent 
to the AGM that the Restricted Rinks be changed to Restricted Triples.   Motion defeated. 
 
9.   Notices of Motion to the AIBBC AGM 2014 
Our motions were dismissed by the AIBBC on the basis of a claim by Tasmania that they did not 
receive them in time. 
 
Kaylene Weir asked if the Motions were received in time by the AIBBC Secretary?  Yes they 
were.  Kaylene then asked if the agenda had gone out in time?  Yes it had.  Kaylene then asked 
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why our delegates had not brought this up at the AGM.  The Chairperson was running the 
meeting at such high speed, that it was very difficult to have enough time to think before the 
subject was closed by the Chairperson. 
 
Whilst we were on this subject, President Carmel reminded the meeting that the AIBBC has 
changed their closing time for Notices of Motions to 60 days prior to the AGM. This puts the 
closing date to the last week in June, and thus before our July delegates meeting.   
Any motions we want to send to the AIBBC will need to be either passed at our AGM in 
February, or any motions decided on by the Committee of Management at their June meeting 
be either ratified or vetoed by the delegates at the July meeting.  The other states will be in a 
similar position. 
 
10.   Subsidy proposal for State Title players 
Junior Vice President Justin Weir presented a proposal to be sent out to the Associations for 
consideration.  In order to encourage more people to attend State Title events, Justin proposed 
that we look at subsidising travel for Northern players to come south for events.  The same 
scheme could also be applied to players from western Queensland. 
Our preferred option is Option 2  hiring a bus and collecting players along the way. 
The proposal will be sent out with the minutes for all associations to look at and consider, and 
we request that associations provide some feedback from their members as to what they think. 
 
11.   Australian Team Squad 
We were fortunate enough to have 6 of our state team members selected for inclusion in the 
Squad for the Australian Team, and they will go to Mt Pritchard in Sydney for Team Trials in 
January.  We wish them all the best. 
Daphne Ladlow said that previously we have given each person $100 each to assist with their 
expenses.  It was moved by Neville Scholl/seconded Daphne Ladlow that we pay the squad 
members the same as previously.  Motion Carried 
 
It was also mentioned that we normally pay the airfare for our State Selector. 
Errol Weir wished our squad members all the best for the trials.  Kaylene Weir asked that we 
acknowledge the good job Nelson Thomas had done as our Australian Selector in getting 6 
Queenslanders into the squad. 
 
12.   Achievement Award 
Kaylene Weir said that Haydn Weir had won all 9 of his games this year, a rare achievement at 
the National Titles.  Kaylene suggested that the AIBBC could look through previous results 
since the 9 game format started, to find all others who had made the same achievement, and 
commemorate their achievement with a list in the back of the score books.  Kaylene also 
suggested that the AIBBC could have made commemorative badges or plaques for those 
people, with extra for future achievers. 
We will send a letter to the AIBBC with this suggestion. 
 
13.   National Title Medal Winners 
President Carmel congratulated our 2014 medal winners: 
Hannah Dunstan  Junior Girls Singles  Silver 
Haydn Weir  Junior Boys Singles  Gold 
Angus Young  Gents Singles - Bronze 
 
President Carmel suggested that Queensland could also do a commemorative plaque for 
Haydn. 
 
14.   Expenses 
Now that we have internet banking set up, Angus Young asked if it would be possible to make 
money transfers prior to purchase of some item if a quote was supplied, as the cartridges for the 
colour printer are quite expensive. 
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President Carmel requested that this matter be brought to the AGM after everyone has had a 
chance to think about it. 
 
There being no further business President Carmel Blyth thanked the Delegates for their 
attendance.  The meeting closed at 11.07pm. 
 
 
 
 
Janet Stockel Carmel Blyth 
Secretary QIBA Inc President QIBA Inc 
19th November 2014 

 
================================================ 

Next Committee Meeting 
Sunday, 11th January, 2015 

At the Coachhouse Café, 65 Cressbrook Street, Toogoolawah 
================================================ 

RESTRICTED SINGLES 
Saturday, 7th February 2015 

To be hosted by Pittsworth Association, at Pittsworth Show Pavilion 
Nominations close 30 days prior to event (8th January 2015) 

Names of players to be advised to QIBA Secretary before 15th January 
================================================ 

AGM & Delegates Meeting: 
Saturday, 7th February 2015, approximately 7pm 

To be hosted by Pittsworth Association, at Pittsworth Show Pavilion 
================================================ 

5 Game Day  Sunday 8th February 
To be hosted by Pittsworth Association, at Pittsworth Show Pavilion 

 


